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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 General Background 

Magnetics and electrics form a specific symmetrical esthetics in the objective world or 

physical theorem. The symmetry comes from the reciprocal transformation of electromagnetic 

wave and reciprocal generation of electromagnetic field. If we trace to its source, all the 

magnetic matters and properties are root from the spin of electron, and with a specific 

aggregation or arrangement of electron spin, macroscopic magnetic properties and behaviors 

appear. Spin properties of electrons actually are intrinsic properties, and every unpaired 

electron with a certain spin vector resemble a tiny magnetic field. They would affect and have 

exchange interaction with each other nearby. So a concept spin wave which was first put 

forward by F. Bloch1 is used to depict the process about macroscopic performance of spin and 

magnetic interactions with the specific wave properties of nearby reciprocal interactions and 

periodicity.2-4 When one of the spin centers was disturbed in a certain spin systems, the 

transmission of exchange interaction would start from the magnetic turbulence, due to the 

field of nearby spin centers.5-8 As shown in the scheme 1-1, (a) and (b) represent the exchange 

interaction of linear one dimentional spin waves from lateral and above perspective 

respectively. In addition, (c) and (d) represent the exchange interaction of two dimentional 

spin waves. 

 

Scheme 1-1. The sketch of the propagating disturbances of spin waves or magnons in 1-D or 2-D 

magnetic materials 

 The history of application about magnetic materials for human beings could retrospect 

to more than one thousand years ago. The first utilization of magnetic materials which was 

recorded is the compass which is made by a natural magnet with ferromagnetic property. In 
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contemporary era, a great variety of magnetic materials were discovered, from inorganic 

metal to organic molecules and even organic-inorganic composites.9-11 They have great 

potential uses in every aspect of life, as shown in scheme 1-2, from the theoretical research of 

physics and chemistry, the computer science especially quantum computer science12-15 (just as 

the quantum computer (QC) memory devices and quantum information processing (QIP) units 

or devices) to the aspect of spintronics and electrochemical devices, such as batteries, solar 

cells, organic field-effect transistors (OFET) and magneton conducting materials;16-26 and 

from the field of biology and biomolecule, for instance spin labeled proteins, genes and 

enzymes, the spin magnetic materials of drug delivery and gene transfection to the aspect of 

sensors or spin magnetic image and even the aspect of applications in radical detection of 

food and health.27-30 So molecules or materials which possess spin and magnetic properties 

will play more and more important roles in science, especially in the aspects of organic 

radicals which are very popular in recent decades.31-33 

 

Scheme 1-2. The research and application domains of spin molecules and magnetic materials 

 

1.2. Overview of Organic Radicals 
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1.2.1. Carbon Based Radicals 

 Carbon based radicals are one category of organic radicals which refer to the open-

shell molecules where the unpaired electron is located on a carbon atom. Generally, this 

category of radicals generally is not stable and has relatively high reactivity. So for a long 

time, they do not have practical application although the first radical which is carbon based 

radical (triphenylmethyl) was synthesized more than one hundred years ago. During the 

development of carbon based radical systems, various structures with the unpaired electron 

located on alkanes, cyclanes or conjugated structure possessed Kekulé type and non-Kekulé 

type appear. We chose some typical representative structures for each kinds of carbon based 

radicals in the following text. 

 

Figure 1-1. The structures of two classical carbon based monoradicals 

Triphenylmethyl (1a) was the first carbon radical that was mentioned long time ago 

among this category, as shown in figure 1-1.34 But due to the instability and quick oxidation, 

it did not draw so much attention. Later on, tris(4-biphenyl)methyl (1b) was synthesized and 

the problem of sensitive property was solved,35 carbon based radicals bring back researchers 

interests. Synthesis of organic spin-magnetic materials become a vital scientific topic. With 

huge efforts that organic scientist made, a new triphenylmethyl structure that possess 

extremely high stability was acquired, namely polychlorotriphenylmethyl (PTM, 2) which the 

structure contains fifteen chlorides can stabilize the unpaired electron on carbon.36 Because of 

the electron withdrawing chloride atoms, the electron cloud density of the central carbon was 

decreased and much more dispersed. 

 

Figure 1-2. The structures of two carbon based biradicals in cyclopentane groups 
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Organic radical molecules with the unpaired electrons existed on cyclanes, like 

cyclobutane or cyclopentane is shown in figure 1-2.37,38 They normally appear in the form of 

two unpaired electrons and exhibit singlet interaction state for the biradicals. In addition, they 

are generally localized carbon diradicals and are more stable than alkane chain radicals. The 

radicals were generated from photochemical reactions and existed as intermediates. One way 

that has possibility to isolate the intermediates-state radicals is under low temperature 

conditions. The effect of different substituents at C1, C2 and C3 in cyclopentane could change 

the spin multiplicity of ground state and also the stability of the whole open shell structure. 

The substituents could be, X or R = H, MeO, OH or Ph. 

 

Figure 1-3. The classical structures of Kekulé type and Non-Kekulé type radicals 

Another important category for carbon radicals is the radicals on conjugated structures. 

Phenylene composed structures are usually used to explain this spin category which is 

normally divided into two parts: Kekulé type and non-Kekulé type.39-41 Generally, for a 

couple of radicals, the para and ortho position connection would lead to antiferromagnetic 

coupling (singlet ground state) and the meta position connection would lead to ferromagnetic 

coupling (triplet ground state) due to the rule that spin up and spin down exist alternately. For 

Kelulé type radicals, para-quinodiamethanes (5a) and ortho-quinodimethanes (6a) with the 

spin multiplicity of singlet state are shown in figure 1-3. The structure could resonantly 

exchange to a quinoide structure in equilibrium. In addition, the extension of π conjugated 

structure (7a and 8a) would enhance the stability of radical molecule and make the isolation 

much easier. The classical representative non-Kekulé type radicals are the molecules which 

still possess fully conjugated structures but contain two carbon atoms with unpaired electrons 

which are not π-bond connected with main conjugated structure. That means they could not be 

drawn as the quinoide structures. Typical representative structures are trimethylenemethanes 
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(9) as shown in figure 1-3, meta-quinodimethane (10), tetramethylenemethane (11), 

tetramethylenenbenzene (12) and 1,8-naphthoquinodimethane (13). The two radicals in non-

Kekulé structure are disjoint, while the radicals with the structure of Kekulé type joint to each 

other. 

1.2.2. Nitroxide Radicals 

  

Figure 1-4. The classical nitroxide radicals 

Up to now, nitroxide radicals are the most popular used and most stable organic 

radicals that were widely applied in scientific research and future promising materials.42-44 

Just as shown in figure 1-4 that the unpaired electron was drawn and located at oxygen atom, 

but actually the spin densities are located at nitrogen and oxygen and the surroundings. For 

example the nitronyl nitroxide (NN) radical group (15), the spin density is distributed on O-

N=C-N-O˙ structure fragment which contain several atom. There are four main nitroxide 

radicals that can represent this category of organic radicals. They are tert-butyl nitroxide (14), 

α-nitronyl nitroxide (15), α-imino nitroxide (IN) (16) and (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-

yl)oxidanyl (17), commonly known as TEMPO. The tert-butyl group in (14) and two pairs of 

methyl groups in (15), (16) and (17) which take large space and block the attacks from other 

active centers could stabilize the unpaired electron from radical cancellation reaction and 

make the life time of radical much longer. The synthesis of these four nitroxide radicals 

follow multi-step reactions. For tert-butyl nitroxide (14), generally, the protocol 2-methyl-2-
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nitrosopropane (t-BuNO) dimer was used to provide hydroxylamine group. Then further 

oxidation step with the oxidized agent Ag2O can transform the hydroxylamine group to 

nitroxide radical group. For the synthesis of NN and IN, the most important step among all is 

the condensation of protocol aldehyde which would undergo ring closure. But the further 

oxidation step is different. NN is much easier than IN to acquire by oxidation in the cases of 

(15) and (16). For all the four radical structures contain nitrogen (the nuclear spin angular 

momentum I=1 for 14N), the hyperfine splitting peaks should not less than triplet 

peaks. For (14) and (17), this hyperfine splitting leads to a three line pattern. The 

hyperfine splitting of (15) leads to a quintet pattern and (16) is heptet pattern (details are 

explained in chapter 2). All these four typical nitroxide radical groups have the ability to be 

functionalized to other structures or materials through N-R and C-R bond, as shown in the 

picture above.  

There are many nitroxide radical molecules have already been published in recent few 

years. Stiff conjugated carbon backbone and flexible σ-bond connected carbon backbone 

based multi-nitroxide radicals polymers give new methods to prepare functional multi-radical 

materials with multi-spin centers which are shown in Figure 1-4.16 It is worth to mention that 

the nitroxide radicals which are decorated on gold nano-particles and quantum dots are part of 

novel concepts to combine two or three unique physical properties together as materials for 

sensors, bio-imaging, drug delivery and therapy. For example, the NN radicals which were 

decorated on the surface of gold nano particles are good representatives for the combination 

of spin technique and nanogold labelling technique. Quantum dots are known for their 

excellent photoluminescence property. The decoration of quantum dots with NN radicals 

would also perform a double response (they are spin and fluorescence response) for bio or 

vivo imaging and detection.45-48 

1.2.3. Nitrogen Based Radical Cations 

Open shell organic ions with tertiary amine structures are one of the important 

classes of radicals, electron donor structures which have one or several relative low 

oxidation potentials would easily form cations with unpaired electron owning to 

electron transfer under oxidizing conditions. Generally, the donor structures are prone 

to stabilize cation radicals and the distribution of spin density delocalized over the 

whole donor. Till to now, most open shell structures about cation radicals which 

acquired under different oxidation conditions are based on conjugated tertiary amine 

structures like triphenylamine system or phenothiazine, as shown in figure 1-5.  
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Figure 1-5. The structures of several nitrogen based cation radicals 

Triphenylamines which contain tertiary amine undergo oxidation and it 

transform to mono cation radical. Two typical structures based on that are 

dimethylmethylene bridged or oxygen bridged triphenylamine, as (18a) and (18b) 

respectively. The spin density would delocalize over the whole framework when cation 

radical are generated by oxidation of lead tetraacetate (solved in trifluoroacetic acid) or 

sulfuric acid. This work was reported by Wang, X. P. et al.49 Further progress of 

synthesis based on triphenylamine is sulfur bridged structure (18c). Most of them are 

mono nitrogen cation radicals. 

 K. Okada and coworkers synthesized a series of phenothiazine based radical 

cations, including mono-cation radical and dications diradicals.50,51 For dication 

diradicals systems, two phenothiazine groups which are connected with para and meta 

position of phenylene respecitively were synthesized and reported with ferromagnetic 

and antiferromagnetic spin-spin coupling interaction respectively, as shown in figure 1-

5 (19) and (20). This new concept also provided a foundation to synthesize and 

investigate the mixed spin systems with neutral stable radicals and cation radical spin 

units. 

1.3. Spin and Magnetism 

Spin and the spin quantum properties originate from unpaired electrons in orbitals. 

The direction of spin of unpaired electron on single occupied orbital would not counteract by 

another electron. The first-row of atoms which can be used as magnets are some transition 

metals (Fe, Co, and Ni) and their oxides. The unpaired electron spins are residing in d-orbitals. 

Later on, magnets based on rare earth metals where the unpaired electron resides in f-orbitals 

were published. But for novel molecular magnets, the unpaired electron located on p-orbitals 
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always attracted large interests of scientist, especially organic chemists who are looking for 

soft materials-magnets. The first organic radical based magnet was alluded in 1960’s by 

conceptual perspective, while the experimental realization achieved till 1980’s. 

[Fe(C5Me5)2]
+[TCNE]˙ ̶ , (TCNE is tetracyanoethylene), which can be dissolved in 

conventional organic solvents and has unpaired electron in p-orbitals, exhibits magnetic 

hysteresis and magnetic ordering temperature Tc = 4.8 K.52 The first pure organic radical 

reported in 1991, is para-nitrophenyl nitronyl nitroxide radical which has a magnetic order 

below 0.6 K or a cation radical salts [C60] [TDAE] (TDAE is 

tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene) with a ferromagnetic order at 16 K.53,54 

 

Scheme 1-3. The magnetization behaviors of different types of magnetic materials and the 

arrangement of their spin units 

For the concept of magnetic materials and molecular magnets, one thing must be noted 

that the ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic couplings are completely different from the 

ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism. The ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic couplings 

actually refers to the spin coupling, which means the interactions between two spin units 

based on two unpaired electrons. While for ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism, they are 

used to depict a substance that has this magnetic physical property. But the concepts have 

immanent relationships with each other, if materials are below magnetically order temperature 

Tc.  
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We can divide magnetic materials into several classes by the arrangement of every 

spin units in a certain range at bulk or solid state.55 They have different trends of 

magnetization (M), when the materials are placed in a changeable applied magnetic field (H), 

as shown in scheme 1-3. While the spin units are all in the same direction in a certain range, it 

would lead to long range ferromagnetic ordering. If they are in contradict direction, and the 

intensity are different which means the whole spin could not be offset in all range of magnetic 

domain, the whole materials would display ferromagnetic. The magnetization would have a 

certain value even without the external magnetic field in these two situations. The difference 

is that M value of a perfect ferromagnetic materials would never change no matter whether 

there is an external H or not, but for ferrimagnetic materials, because of the partial magnetic 

order in structure, the M value would quickly enhance to another M value when the H 

increased to a certain value. In contrary, the magnetic spins do not have interaction with each 

other and display paramagnetic behavior where the orientations of spin are random and 

fluctuate. For antiferromagnetic coupling, the spins are all in the pair of opposite direction 

interaction. The magnetization increased very slowly during the increase of applied magnetic 

field, which actually means the magnetic susceptibility is very low when below the Curie 

temperature. 

 Some other classes are diamagnetism, spin glass, cluster glass, metamagnet and 

superparamagnet.55 Diamagnetism describes a magnetic phenomenon with an opposite 

magnetization created by an external magnetic field. This unique magnetic property is 

completely different from the normal magnetic phenomena described above. Spin glass refers 

to a random orientation of frozen spin orientations in an amorphous material which is similar 

to a paramagnet. However, it is a broad distribution of time constant with spin fluctuate 

during whole process. Cluster glass means the spin orientations lock in small clusters with 

magnetic order, but there is no magnetic order between the clusters. The concept of cluster 

here is different from magnetic domain. The cluster is much larger than magnetic domain. 

The size of magnetic domain depends on different category and geometry. For example, one 

magnetic domain of the cubic Fe3O4 has 3.65 × 105 repeat units while spherical iron owns 1.5 

×  105 iron atom. Metamagnets refer to the magnetic materials which possess a low 

magnetization but transformed to relatively high magnetization, induced by the external 

magnetic field. A typically example is the transition from antiferromagnetic state to 

ferromagnetic state caused by external magnetic field. Superparamagnet can be regard as big 

paramagnet with higher magnetic susceptibility. The reason is that the superparamagnet is 
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composed by many small ferromagnetic particles, which the size is at critical point that 

sustain the single magnetic domain ferromagnetic structure. 

  

Figure 1-6. The relationships of χ, χ T and 1 / χ with T for (a), (b) and (c), d) the plot of hysteretic 

magnetic behavior 

Magnetic susceptibility χ is the most important parameter to identify magnetic 

behavior.  The concept of χ is the degree of magnetization which is divided by a certain 

applied magnetic field (M / H or dM / dH). For paramagnetism, the relationships between χ 

and T should obey Curie law which is shown in equation (a) below, while for ferromagnetism 

and antiferromagnetism, it should obey Curie-Weiss law shown in equation (b). Generally, 

three different forms of plots were used to depict the tendency of magnetic susceptibility with 

the changing value T. They are χ, χ T and 1 / χ with T, respectively, as shown in figure 1-6 (a), 

(b) and (c). Curie temperature TC for ferromagnets and Neel temperature TN for 

antiferromagnets can be acquired from figure 1-6 (a) and (c). The magnetic ordering in long 

range no matter ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic ordering only occurs below critical 

temperature. The Weiss constant θ which can be acquired from the intercept of T, when 1 / χ 

= 0. T = 0 is for the situation of paramagnet, T > 0 is for the situation of ferromagnet (TC, 

sometimes could be written as θw Curie Weiss temperature) and T < 0 is for an 

antiferromagnet (the intercept is -θN minus Neel temperature) from figure 1-6 (c). (d) is the 

plot of magnetic behavior figure about hysteresis of M(H), where ferromagnets and 
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ferrimagnets are both suited for this patten. Ms and -Ms are saturation magnetization, in 

addition, Mr is remanent magnetization.  

                                                      Curie Law : χ = C / T                                                (a) 

                                                      Curie-Weiss  Law : χ = C / ( T - θ )                          (b) 

 

1.4. External-Stimuli Responsive Radical (SRR) Systems 

 The stimuli responsive materials56 (SRMs) which are usually called "smart" materials 

draw more and more attentions, because of the potential applications in many fields, including 

organic inorganic devices in electronic engineering and memory, sensors, nano-technology of 

biochemistry and biomedicine, theoretical research of physical chemistry and so on. The 

concept of SRMs normally means a kind of materials that have significantly change in their 

physical and chemical properties such as optical, electrical and magnetic properties, or 

mechanical, shape and state with an external variation on temperature (thermal), photo, pH, 

pressure, redox condition, enzymes, ultrasonic field and electric field.57-61 Among the stimuli 

responsive systems, two key points are: 1. the responsive should be at better bidirectional or 

reversible; 2. the whole switch process should be repeated as many times as possible. 

Although remarkable advances about SRMs upon various types of external stimuli has 

already been made during the past decade, the open-shell organic structures (SRR) especially 

nitronyl nitroxide radicals based spin stimuli responsive systems still need further 

investigations.62 The responsive of magnetic properties including monoradicals-biradicals 

transform, radical-spin coupling interactions, and magnetism under different external stimuli 

are valuable and magnificent topics. We focus on exhibiting four kinds of external factors 

stimuli responsive radical systems in this thesis: temperature (thermal) stimuli, photo stimuli, 

pressure stimuli and redox condition stimuli. 

1.4.1. Temperature Stimuli Responsive Radicals 
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Figure 1-7. Several examples of radicals systems with temperature stimuli responsible property 

 At first glance, temperature-dependent stimuli responsive magnetic properties describe 

the relationships between magnetic ordering of condensed or bulk materials and temperature. 

Actually, the temperature stimuli responsive radicals here is the topic that discuss the spin 

interaction between two spin centers in single molecule in solution state just as the figure 1-7 

shown above. Two important questions should be mainly considered: how do the features of 

spin coupling interaction transform intramolecularly during the change of T, and the 

characterizations of biradical features and spin interactions upon the stimuli responsive 

process. The recent publications about this research field are engaged in synthesis of flexible 

bridged two nitroxide radicals-end capped molecule. The flexible bridged structure made the 

molecule much easier to move in solution state (which also means much more conformations 

exist and fast exchange). The rotation of various C-C σ bonds, O-Si σ bonds or C-O σ bonds 

on the bridge give the possibility of the two end capped nitroxide groups stay close. When T 

goes up, the molecule displays a biradical feature where the two spin centers have strong spin 

interaction, whereas the T goes down, the two radical end-capped molecule exhibits mono-

radical feature. Actually, V. N. Parmon et al. have already given some results about 

mechanism (some thermodynamic parameters about this spin-switch system were deduced) of 

spin exchange of nitroxide biradicals in long-chain and put forward a three conformation 

model to explain this kind of phenomenon that is affected by different temperature and 

solvents thirty years ago.63,64 Parmon’s model gave some explanations to this system, but 

some problems still remain and are not clear to all the T stimuli responsive radicals systems. 

For example, the nitroxide radicals they used are tempo radicals which are one of the easy 

situations, that the hyperfine splitting is three lines pattern, to all kinds of cases as shown in 

figure 1-7 (21) as end capped radicals, and (22, 23) as flexible bridge. So it could not explain 

other more complicated cases which hyperfine splitting could be five lines pattern or nine 
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lines pattern displayed on EPR spectra. In addition, the three conformations model has a 

concept of solvent cage which is not so clearly understood. The distinguish between two 

conformations in the solvent cage which have spin interaction or haven’t is not obvious from 

the perspective of spatial topology in this model. 

 Later on, A. I. Kokorin’s research group also synthesized a series of ethylene glycol 

bridged tempo.65 The bridges with different length as shown in figure 1-7 (24) became an 

important factor and was discussed the relationships with spin coupling interaction in 

different viscosity of solvents. A parameter of lifetime τ was used to describe the process. 

Every conformation has its own lifetime during the whole process. The different relative 

lifetime τ changed which could be acquired from EPR spectra and deduced relationships with 

thermodynamic parameters enthalpy ΔH, entropy ΔS, in different solvents upon the change of 

temperature.  

1.4.2. Redox Stimuli Responsive Radicals 

 Redox stimuli responsive radicals system means a series of molecule have a response 

of spin property or form new spin centers upon the stimuli of external redox conditions. The 

system could be divided into two main parts as shown in the figure 1-8 (top left corner). One 

is the transformation from close shell structure to open shell structure which contains ion spin 

centers. The other one is the transformation which combine ion spin species and stable radical 

groups. The spin coupling interaction between stable radical spin and new formed ion spin 

species under the redox condition should be under consideration. 

A famous carbon material example is fullerene. The newly formed radical or spin 

center on carbon based open-shell structure, as shown in figure 1-8 (25a) and (25b) was 

published in 1993 by M. Baumgarten. et al.66 They used a THF/K reduction condition to 

obtain anion radical fullerene which possesses special threefold degenerate LUMOs that may 

lead to high spin state, like as quartet state upon three electrons transfer to every fullerene 

molecule. Clear EPR spectrum of zero field splitting illustrate the formation of a diradical 

dianion spin species. In addition, several situations of reduction states of fullerene in different 

reduction conditions were provided and discussed. That is to say, the stimuli responsive 

property of spin center (appear or disappear) could be fulfilled under the change of oxidation 

and reduction conditions. Another series example for this part are phenothiazine and its 

derivatives. The first mention of application was in 1880 for medical and biological use. The 

property of color change which is due to electron transfer from the core structure tertiary 
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amine of phenothiazine could be used in electronic devices, such as organic light emitting 

diodes and dye sensitized solar cells. Later on, scientists discovered that radical cation was 

formed during the redox sensitive process. The redox-spin stimuli responsive system was 

emerged from the oxidized process which is also reversible by using specific reducing agents. 

An orthogonally linked phenothiazine transformed to dication diradical species with triplet 

ground state by the oxidation of antimony pentachloride (SbCl5) was reported, as shown in 

figure 1-8 (26a) and (26b).67 Moreover, many similar works with a series of phenothiazine 

based structure that use different redox conditions to prepare radical cations, including 

mono-cation radical and di-cations di- radicals, have also been done by K. Okada’s 

group and T. Sugawara et al.68,69 The key point of the redox stimuli responsive system 

is that the molecular structure should carry a potential spin species, such as 

phenothiazine, phenoxazine and triphenylamine.  

 

Figure 1-8. Several examples of radicals systems with redox stimuli responsible property 

 The other category belongs to redox stimuli responsive radical system is a new cation 

radical field that attract researchers’ interests recently. A stable nitroxide radical, such as 
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nitronyl nitroxide would be combined to the redox sensitive unit. That is to say, the nitroxide 

radical should be inert to the redox stimuli reaction during the whole process no matter 

whether it is oxidation or reduction. Spin coupling interaction performed between existing 

stable NN which is the localized spin center and new formed delocalized cation radical spin 

center by the responsive property of redox sensitive unit. A persuasive work which was 

devoted by Kazuyoshi Tanaka’ group exhibited a redox sensitive unit para-

phenylenediamine as a bridge to connect two NN radical groups at both ends of the 

structure,70 as shown in figure 1-8 (27a) and (27b). Through one electron oxidation by 

magic blue, the molecule which carried two NN radicals with paramagnetic spin 

properties at beginning shift to three spin centers coupling interactions that possessed 

high spin state (ferromagnetic spin coupling interactions). It is also can be called 

redox-excited quartet state (S = 3/2) spin species from low spin state. The new spin 

characteristics were detected by EPR measurement. Moreover, cyclic voltammetry 

(CV) and UV-vis-NIR absorption measurement were also used to supplymentarily 

testify the new phenomenon. The phenomenon of responsive spin interaction switch is 

fulfilled by electron transference in variant external redox conditions. K. Tanaka also 

gave a forecast about these molecules, that the spin transfer property in the stimuli 

responsive system has tremendous potential applications in electronic-magnetic 

devices. But the researchers didn’t give a further investigation about whether the redox 

stimuli responsive process is reversible or not. 

1.4.3. Photo Stimuli Responsive Radicals 

 Photo stimuli responsive radical systems are very popular research field of stimuli 

responsive system recently. Structures containing photo sensitive properties plays an 

important role in these spin responsive system.71 Depending on this design idea, the molecules 

should have both photo sensitive units and spin units. And the spin units should be ensured 

stable under the photo triggering.72 Nitronyl nitroxide and imino nitroxide have already been 

proved stable under normal light (the wave length of light should be not less than 250 nm) in 

the past. So two stable nitroxide radicals at two ends which are bridged by photo stimuli 

responsive units are usually seen in these fields. Two main categories can be concluded in this 

stimuli responsive system (as shown in figure 1-9 at top left corner). The first one is the 

radicals have no spin coupling interaction which means totally individual and paramagnetic 

befor stimuli, but correspondingly changed to ferromagnetic (↑↑) which called triplet state or 

antiferromagnetic spin interaction (↑↓) which called singlet state, through specific photo 
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stimuli. The second one is the reversible transformation between the two spin coupling 

interaction states, the singlet state (↑↓) and the triplet state (↑↑), through light stimuli 

responsive unit.  

 

Figure 1-9. Several examples of radicals systems with photo stimuli responsible property 

 Several classical organic radicals with light stimuli responsive properties which 

exhibit intramolecular spin and magnetic properties shift will be discussed in this part. The 

first example is an azobenzene derivative which is a well-known photo sensitive unit that can 

undergo isomerization by photo irradiation in the range of 345-415 nm light,73 as shown in 

figure 1-9 (28a) and (28b). The substituents, two NN radicals were connected through this 

specific light sensitive bridge showed a magnetic property change due to the change of trans-

isomer to cis-isomer by external stimuli. Although the conversion between trans and cis 

isomers are not complete, the difference in EPR spectra was observed at certain temperature 

and solvent that can prove the alteration of spin properties. Some other similar publications 

also showed some different stable radicals, such as Imino nitroxide and verdazyl which were 

carried out to investigate the process of photoinduced switch of magnetic properties.71 But 

these publications focused on the aspect of theoretical calculation of the magnetic switch. 

They investigate the photo stimuli responsive systems through broken symmetry approach in 

the framework of density functional theory (DFT). The theoretical calculation results gave 

some proves of crossover from antiferromagnetic interaction to ferromagnetic interaction in 

photo stimuli. 
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 The second example is an organic biradical molecule with a photo sensitive unit 

diarylethene. The light switching structure could undergo a transition between conjugated 

connection and non-conjugated connection due to the chemical ring opening and closure of 

structure in different photo irradiation. K. Matsuda and M. Irie synthesized a series of these 

kinds of molecules that have the properties of photoswitchable intramolecular magnetic 

interaction.74,75 A bridge with photo sensitive unit diarylethene and two phenylene space is a 

good example as a representative in this series, as shown in Figure 1-9 (29a) and (29b). We 

know the principle that the delivery of electron interaction on single C-C σ bond and C-C 

double bond that contain π bond are completely different. So the spin exchange interactions 

which were located at the two end position would also change owing to the structure 

transition of photo sensitive bridge. For the bridge only containing photo sensitive group 

diarylethene, the spin coupling exchange constant J, which is intramolecular 

antiferromagnetic interaction at ring opened isomer (non-conjugated connection state), is 

about -2.2 K (2J/kB), while 2J/kB = -11.6 K at ring closed isomer (conjugated connection state) 

situation.  

 The last example of photo stimuli responsive spin system is a type that comprised of 

organic di-imino nitroxide (IN) radicals and bridged with anthracene unit, which was 

published by Teki et al., as shown in Figure 1-9 (30a) and (30b).76 The switchable magnetic 

characteristics is that the two IN radicals are antiferromagnetic spin coupling before photo 

irradiation (or put in the dark for some while), while excited to ferromagnetic spin coupling 

(high spin with spin multiplicity of quintet S = 2) after photo irradiation. The measurement of 

detecting the shift is using time-resolved ESR which is short for TRESR. The spin coupler 9, 

10-diphenylanthracene which can be excited to high spin state under photo irradiation played 

an important role in this photo-stimuli spin-responsive process. Another similar structure but 

not symmetry is 9-phenylanthracene with mono IN radical. The excited high spin state is 

quartet (S = 3/2) state. An interesting phenomenon is that, for a same diphenylanthracene 

bridge, the different topological connections also affect the spin alignment in excited states. 

For example a different meta-position connection with the same diphenylanthracene bridge 

could not exhibit high spin state when excited by photo irradiation. This is completely 

different from the para-position connection depicted above. So we could draw a conclusion by 

this point that isomers with different topological connection bridge directly influence the 

magnetic properties and spin states no matter they stay in the ground state or excited state 

during the photo stimuli responsive process. 
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1.4.4. Pressure Stimuli Responsive Spin Molecules 

 Among all the external stimuli responsive systems, only pressure of atmosphere 

stimuli factor is not only a mono stimuli responsive external factor. The spin systems that 

possessing pressure stimuli responsive properties usually undergo corresponding respond 

upon other external stimuli factors, such as temperature, light irradiation and mechanical force. 

There are two examples exhibiting in this section to depict double external stimuli (pressure 

and temperature) responsive systems as shown in figure 1-10. 

       

Figure 1-10. Several examples of radicals systems with pressure stimuli responsible property 

 The two examples are both molecules containing organic groups and also coordinated 

with metal atoms, while the first one is copper (+2) hexafluoroacetylacetonates coordinated 

with pyrazole mono-substituted NN radical, which was synthesized by group of V. 

Ovcharenko et al.,77 as shown in figure 1-10 (31). Except temperature factor, the variation of 

external pressure factor change the magnetic properties of the compound obviously by 

analyzing the change of effective magnetic moment. There are two main different value of 

effective magnetic moment during the change of external pressure process. This is mainly 

because there are two stages of crystal structures states existing (the different distance 

between copper atom and the nitrogen atom of pyrazole) by the change of pressure. When the 

external pressure increased to a certain critical value, the distance between copper atom and 

the nitrogen atom of pyrazole would be close to about 2.46 Å, while the pressure decreased to 

another relative low critical value, the distance would be to about 4.39 Å. They also give a 
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funny name to the special crystals, the "breathing crystals" for that phenomenon described 

above. 

The second example which is shown in figure 1-10 (32), represent a series of 

compounds that transition metal Fe complexed with triazole groups synthesized by O. Kahn et 

al. An important article that published in science in 1998 announced these organic and 

inorganic ligands compounds possess pressure-spin stimuli responsive properties.78 For a Fe2+ 

ion, the number of electron in 3d orbitals (five orbitals totally) is six. Then Fe ion contained 

complex acquired high spin state and low spin state transition upon external stimuli, when 

considered by crystal field theory, because of the five orbitals of 3d divided into two groups 

with two different energy levels (two higher energy level orbitals eg and three lower energy 

level orbitals t2g). The high spin state is quintet (S = 2) state with four unpaired electron on the 

same direction (eg
2t2g

4), while the low spin state is singlet (S = 0) state with three pairs of 

coupled electrons (t2g
6). The change of external pressure directly affects the distance between 

Fe2+ ion and the three nitrogen atoms of triazole. And the distance further influence the 

energy distinction between the two groups of orbitals which give the opportunity to the 

outermost electrons rearrange in 3d orbitals. This transition between two spin states is also 

according to the relative value of ligand field strength δ and electrons pairing energy Π. When 

δ > Π, the arrangement of electrons would chose low spin state, while δ < Π, it would chose 

high spin state. So when the external pressure increased to a certain value, the metal ligands 

distance would decrease. And this outer stimuli factor would give the tendency to high spin 

state, vice versa. 

 

1.5. Applications of Magnetic Materials and SRR Systems 

 The applications of spin and magnetic materials including organic SRR systems are 

widely spread out to various walks of life, as shown in scheme 1-2. Recently, a meaningful 

and promising application of spin and magnetic material (magnetic nanoparticles) was used in 

biomedicine research field which can represent new technology for magnetic materials, as 

shown in scheme 1-4.79-83 
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Scheme 1-4. The applications of spin and magnetic materials in the research field of biomedicine 

The non-specific of medical chemotherapies is the most troublesome disadvantage that 

the chemotherapist wanted to conquer. The non-specific would lead to side effect which 

means it could also attack normal or healthy cells during medicine treatment. However, if the 

process could be specified and localized, the medical treatment would be much more effective                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

and healthy. The magnetic nanoparticles which own special physical property that could have 

interaction with external magnetic field could be used as promising biocompatible carrier to 

deliver the drugs to some specific tissue. The scheme 1-4 (a) shows an intravenous treatment, 

which ferromagnetic nanoparticles as a drug carriers were injected to blood vessel. The 

external magnetic field can locate at the target tissue in advance (generally cancer tumours). 

Depending on the attractive interaction between the ferromagnetic nanoparticles and external 

magnetic field, the drug will accumulate to the specific tissue and acquire a better drug 

therapy. Another good example that present the application in biomedicine is the usage of 

magnetic nanoparticles in cell therapy, as shown in scheme 1-4 (b). By coating the molecules 

which can bind to special protein (such as integrin receptors or antibodies) at the surface of 
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cytomembrane, the magnetic micro or nanoparticles could twist and pull the cell membrane in 

a gradient magnetic field where the intensity and direction could be easily changed. The force 

is strong enough to open or activate the channel on the membrane, sometimes the two 

directions of forces can combine together to give a better mechanical motion on the surface of 

cell. The figure shows the whole process of cellular uptake through magnetic interaction. At 

first, the magnetic nanoparticles were attached directly to one type of ion channel through 

specific binding of antibodies at the absence of external magnetic field. The ion channel was 

opened and the ions were absorbed when exposing upon an external magnetic field with high 

gradient. So the cell uptake, the control of channel and cytomembrane by magnetic force were 

achieved. The novel magnetic way provides a new perspective to investigate the cellular 

mechanical properties and the specific chemotherapies. 

             

Scheme 1-5. The sketch of SRR systems applied in QIP unit or QC memory devices 

For the application of SRR systems, the stimuli responsive switchable magnetic 

property plays an important role and have substantial potential prospect in various research 

field. Actually the magnetic properties we often mentioned are root from the properties of 

molecular spin. The spin in magnetic materials or spintronics both come from unpaired 

electron. So the electron with charge properties and spin properties should be both 

High spin triplet state Low spin singlet state 

Spin up 

Spin up 

Spin down 

Spin up 

Ferromagnetic Coupling Antiferromagnetic Coupling 
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considered.84-86 The microelectronic devices which possessed SRR systems have a very 

prosperous future in quantum computer (QIP unit or QC memory devices). It is universally 

known that, no matter an information process unit or a memory device in computer logic 

gates is binary system, namely “0” and “1” two states in logic gates for computer. Fortunately, 

the highly similar properties that the electron spins also possessed are two spin states i.e. spin 

up and spin down. And for a normal molecule with two electron spin centers, the spin 

magnetic state also can display two states i.e. high spin state and low spin state. For every 

electron spin or every molecule owns two quantum states, the density and ability of 

information process and storage is quite suit for quantum concept of computer science. These 

interesting phenomena and properties give the spin magnetic molecule high possibility to 

apply to QIP unit or QC memory devices, as shown in scheme 1-5. 

Here comes out another important issue, namely, how to switch the two electron spin 

states in quantum level or molecular level reversibly to suit the requirements of quantum 

computer device that should be erasable and alterable. So creating spin magnetic materials 

with reversibly stimuli responsive properties become essential and urgent. The scheme 1-5  

presents the relationship between electron spin state and molecule spin state. A molecule that 

contains two unpaired electron spin center presents two states in different situations. One is 

the two electron spin directions are the same (both are spin up or spin down), this lead to 

ground state triplet, in other word is the molecule possess high spin state. Another situation 

vice versa and the molecule possess low spin state. The molecules were arranged at a proper 

logic gate to a device, and then searching a proper external factor to stimuli the change of spin 

state to satisfy the conditions of quantum computer devices. The organic molecules which can 

combine so many stimuli responsive units to radical spin structures and with their own 

excellent structure-modified properties provide a novel perspective to conquer these issues. 

 

1.6. Motivation and Objectives 

 For quite some time, the magnetic materials (including the most common 

ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic materials) are composed of inorganic elements of iron group 

(like as Fe, Co and Ni) or rare earth elements and their alloy or oxidized compounds. These 

inorganic magnetic materials have excellent strong magnetic interactions but the disadvantage 

is also very obvious, namely the density is too high and it is difficult to processing. Later on, 

organic magnetic materials or organic-inorganic complex magnetic materials appear and draw 
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a lot of attentions of material scientist. They are soft and flexible, light and easy to process, 

especially the organic molecule could finely regulate their chemical structures by just 

functionalizing some organic group to suit the new requirements of magnetic properties. 

These new classes of magnetic materials solve some problems and disadvantages that 

inorganic materials have, but meanwhile they also bring new problems to these magnetic 

materials, i.e. Curie temperature (Tc the critical point temperature of magnetic ordered phase 

shift) of these organic magnetic materials is too low. For a general benzene ring connected 

nitronyl nitroxide spin molecule, the Tc is low to about 1 K. And most Tc of organic magnetic 

molecules are around the range from 1 K to 10 K. Many organic chemists and material 

scientists have put in a lot of effort for finding a new organic molecule where the Tc could 

stay around rt. That would be a huge and great advantage. If the target were fulfilled, many 

electronic magnetic devices would confront revolutionary change. In addition, the principles 

and relationships between magnetic properties of organic molecules and their aggregation or 

crystallization are still not perfect and need further investigation. 

 Another huge motivation is the urge to control and switch the spin magnetic materials 

among different magnetic or spin states, especially the procedure of change is reversible and 

repeatable. Depending on advantages of organic or organic-inorganic composite magnetic 

molecules are obvious comparing to the typical inorganic magnetic materials. Till to now, the 

typical pure inorganic molecules don’t have possibility to control and switch the spin states at 

molecule level. And the requirements in different kinds of application field (such as QC 

memory devices, biology, chemotherapies, sensors or theoretical research) are the ability to 

control and switch the spin and magnetic states. So seeking a proper external stimuli factor to 

change the spin magnetic states of molecules or synthesizing a new organic radical structure 

which can respond to external condition’s change is indispensable. The external perturbations 

in recent study about tunable or switchable spin molecules refer to thermal factor, pressure, 

photo, chemical redox conditions or mechanical force and so on. Some researchers believed 

that principle of the transitions of spin states could be explained by the concept of entropy 

driven process.62,71 As reviewed all above and based on molecular design and the application 

of spin magnetic materials, our research group is trying to synthesize novel organic spin 

magnetic molecule combine with stimuli responsive functional group to achieve our target. 

Meanwhile the spin magnetic properties and the reversibly tunable or switchable abilities are 

also under investigated by several characterized. This dissertation mainly display the novel 

SRR systems from three parts (1. temperature dependent spin coupling interactions responsive 

systems with organic diradicals. 2. redox stimuli spin responsive systems with the formation 
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of cation-radical diradicals. 3. photo induced spin responsive systems in organic catalytic 

reaction) which represent the most promising external stimulation factors respectively and 

also described some new methods of EPR to characterize and analyze spin magnetic 

molecules. 

During the recent two decades, nitroxide radicals, as typical spin structure, have been 

used to synthesize spins materials with excellent stability which can exist even in 330 K and 

tolerant oxygen and water vapor. It gives a vital tool to investigate the spin coupling 

interactions in different situations. For example, the intramolecular spin interactions and 

intermolecular interactions, the spin interactions through chemical bond or through space, the 

switch of spin properties through external induced factors, and so on. 

 

Figure 1-11. The distance between two spin units was turned by temperature 

i) The conjugated bridges which mean all range π-bond connected could supply good 

channel for radicals intramolecular spin coupling interactions, like as alkyne, alkene, pyridine, 

phenylene, naphthaline, anthracene, pyrene and other heterocyclic aromatic ring or different 

assemble of them. A representative diradical structure coupling with conjugated bond 

synthesized by our research group, which is shown in figure 1-11 (33), can describe spin 

interaction case clearly. It is composed of two pyridines and one yne group as bridge. Two 

NN were connected in para-position. The results showed that these two NN radical have an 

antiferromagnetic Jexp nearly from -5.3 K to - 5.6 K. But an interesting question arised, what 

about the spin interactions of two NN radicals which bridged by unconjugated chemical bond 
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or how about the spin coupling performance through space. So we designed a biradical system 

consisting of two nitronyl nitroxide (NN) radicals bridged by diphenyl- hexa ethylene glycol 

chain [phenyl-O-(CH2CH2O)6-phenyl as shown in figure 1-11 (34a) which is a flexible 

amphiphilic polymer chain was synthesized. In this case, no possibility for this structure can 

acquire spin coupling interaction through chemical bond. The long range carbon carbon σ 

bond could not provide a way to transport electron. But due to the large hyperfine splitting 

signals and the spin coupling interactions which were found in EPR measurements, we could 

investigate whether the strong spin interaction was formed by the two NN through space. The 

flexible chain bend gives the chance for two NN end groups close enough for performing a 

spin coupling interaction, as shown in figure 1-11 (34b). The two conformations are two 

extreme structures which represent two different mutual exchangeable situations in this 

through-space system. One is stretched conformation and the other one is bent conformation. 

Our group use two conformational model which are representatives of countless conformation 

cases during the whole process to depict the T reversibly stimuli responsive system. The 

temperature stimuli responsive property comes from the changeable ratio between the two 

extreme conformations which directly influenced by the increase or decrease of T. Higher T 

has more tendency to impel the equilibrium to bent conformation. That means the quantity of 

molecule with bent conformations is becoming higher, (In other words, the interval time 

between bent conformations becomes shorter.) vise versa.  

 

 

Figure 1-12. The transition of spin species through redox and photo 

ii) As the introduction of 1.4.2 discussed, the investigation of transforms of spin 

species and the spin exchange interactions through redox factor is indispensable and has broad 

prospect of application. The electron transfer lead to the switching of spin properties and the 
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energy differences between close-shell structure and open-shell structure by oxidation and 

reduction reactions. We used the design philosophy to synthesize a NN radical group bridge 

to phenoxazin or phenothiazine with a para-position connected phenylene, as shown in 

figure 1-12 left. By using oxidant SbCl5 and reducer Zn, the reversible transition with or 

without the diradical spin coupling interaction was discovered through EPR 

measurements. Three different stages emerged successively during the redox stimuli 

responsive process. The EPR spectrum which got seven lines pattern signal (suit for 

the simulation of EPR results) illustrate a new intermediate state containing diradical 

features. The seven lines pattern signal originated from the hyperfine splitting of three 

nitrogen nucleus. Two of them are the equivalent nitrogen nucleus in NN stable 

radical, another nitrogen nucleus is rooted from the new formed tertiary amine cation 

radical. The total spin-density distribution of molecule completely changed during the 

switching process. 

iii) For the photo induced spin responsive systems, our objective is engaged in 

characterizing and analyzing the new formed intermediate spin species which are induced by 

external stimuli factor: visible light. Four different kinds of photo-catalytic reaction were 

under consideration. They are 1) photo oxidation, 2) [2 + 2] cycloaddition reactions about 

styrene derivatives, 3) α-alkylation of aldehyde derivatives and 4) cycloaddition of 

diphenylphosphine oxide derivatieves and alkynes derivatives. The questions in photo 

induced spin responsive systems (what are the roles or functions of these intermediate spin 

species in the photo catalytic reactions, and how are the reactions mechanism triggered) are 

still not completely clear and need further investigation. Photocatalyst was excited by visible 

light, meanwhile the electron which belongs to the photocatalyst was active in LUMO and 

take part in the formation of intermediate spin species of catalytic reaction. Radical traps were 

used to “catch” the unstable intermediate spin species and transformed to stable radical trap 

adducts which also exhibited spin properties and are much easier to detect, as shown in figure 

1-12 right. These processes can wholly be traced and be characterized by EPR 

measurements. 
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Chapter 2 EPR Measurements and Spectroscopic Details 

2.1 Introduction 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) no matter whether continuous wave (CW) or 

pulsed methods are playing more and more important roles in both industrial and academic 

research fields for increasing demands. It can be applied in several disciplines as: physics, 

chemistry, biology, materials science and medical or clinical science.1 This chapter mainly 

discusses about the CW-EPR’s measurements, applications and interpretation of EPR 

spectroscopy on quantitative level.2-16 In general, EPR is a spectroscopic technique that can 

detect the resonance signal of materials or samples with or containing unpaired electrons. 

These species include organic free radicals, various transition metal metal ions and their 

complexes. Normally, species with unpaired electrons are not stable and most of them have 

short lifetimes. So it is hard to characterize them for most of instrumental measurements. 

These external restrictions made EPR become a unique and the most important measurement 

for characterizing radical or spin species. 

Here are sorted several issues which can be solved by interpretation of EPR 

spectroscopy: does the sample contain radical or spin center? What is the structure of the 

radical or the structure surrounding? How many spin centers every molecule has? What is the 

relative concentration of radical or spin center in a specific sample? And the questions 

concerning how do the spin interactions, molecular motion and relaxation times of the sample 

molecule display. The experimental data from EPR measurements which provide detailed 

information about radicals and spin centers can be subdivided into four categories. 1) The 

intensity height of EPR signal peaks Id and the integrated intensity of EPR signal Ii belong to 

one category. These two parameters are very important information to acquire quantitative 

spin concentration of samples for monitor reaction or investigate the kinetics or mechanism of 

various reactions. 2) The g factor which is an identification of every radicals as the main 

parameter to distinguish the radicals or spin species. 3) The hyperfine splitting parameter "Ai" 

which is derived from the nucleus or surrounding nucleus hyperfine coupling offer the details 

about the structure of spin species. 4) The parameters D and E which are acquired from the 

zero field splitting for the situation of more than one unpaired electron (S ≥ 1), could provide 

information about spin-spin interactions. The value of D can reflect the distance between two 

interacting spins, while the value of E can describe the deviation of electron density 

distribution from symmetry axis. 
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2.2. Description of EPR Instrument 

 

 

Scheme 2-1. The diagram of continuous wave EPR instrumentations 

 The diagrammatic sketch of the components of EPR instrument and the operational 

principle is shown in scheme 2-1 above. EPR instrument is made up of three main parts: a 

microwave bridge (labeled "A"), an electromagnet component (labeled "B") and an 

electronics console (labeled "C"). The microwave bridge can radiate microwave upon the 

cavity where the sample measurement located in. The microwave bridge also contain a 

detector diode which can accept and deal with the microwave radiation reflected back from 

the cavity. Microwaves cast onto the cavity via a hole called iris which contain a screw to 

adjust the signal matching (it adjusts the power in cavity to obtain an optimized measurement 

position). The B component is a big electromagnet which could provide a tunable magnetic 

field. The magnetic field is derived from electric field. Generally, the electric and magnetic 
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components of the fields were associated and perpendicular to each other. And the direction 

of propagation and oscillate is in a narrow range with a specific frequency ʋ. The component 

electronics console labeled C is a composite platform, which is made up of signal channel and 

magnetic field controller, for analyzing and dealing with all the signals with a proper 

modulation amplitude, frequency and time constant to obtain an optimized EPR spectrum (the 

dependence of signal intensity and magnitude of magnetic field). 

 

2.3. EPR Measurement and Interpretation of EPR Spectroscopy 

2.3.1. Performance of Unpaired Electron or Spin in Magnetic Field (Zeeman Effect) 

 The intrinsic essence of EPR spectroscopy is the interaction between electromagnetic 

radiation and the sample’s magnetic moments. Every electron has electron spin quantum state 

(S = 1/2) and owns the value of spin magnetic moments 9.274009 × 10-24 JT-1 (Bohr 

magneton). While molecule contain unpaired electrons, it becomes a spin active species. 

When the spin species in a magnetic field, it would exhibit Zeeman effect. That means the 

energy levels of unpaired electron splitted to two different energy states. The difference 

between the two energy states is also called electronic Zeeman energy ΔE, as shown in figure 

2-1. The lower energy state of the spin species which owns Ms = +1/2 is aligned with or the 

magnetic field (parallel), while the higher energy state which owns Ms = -1/2 is aligned 

against to the magnetic field (antiparallel). The energy value are shown in equation (2-1, 2-2). 

The energy difference between the different spin states diverge linearly as the magnetic field 

increases. EPR could reflect the energy difference ΔE by offering an absorption which is 

usually derivative of spectrum. The value of g factor can be calculated by the equation of ΔE 

and the magnitude of magnetic field, namely the relationships of microwave frequency ʋ and 

magnitude of magnetic field B0, as shown in equation (2-3, 2-4 and 2-5). h and μB are Planck 

constant and the magnetic moment of unpaired electron belongs to sample respectively.  

G factor of free electron which labeled ge equals 2.00232. Generally, similar structures 

or categories lead to similar g factors. G factor would slightly shift by the influence of the 

nuclei the unpaired electron bonded and the total chemical structure around the spin species. 

So the difference of g factors of samples could be concluded as the equation (2-7, 2-8) 

compared to the g factor of free electron. Some different structures of radicals with different g 

factor range are taken as example, benzosemiquinones, which have most spin density on 

oxygens owns g factor around 2.004, while the category of nitroxide radicals which the most 
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spin distribution is around nitroxide group possess g factor around 2.006 ~ 2.007. In addition, 

metal ions which contain unpaired electrons have a huge different g-factors compared to 

organic radicals. Such as the g factor of Cu2+ can be as large as 2.3 (the value largely depend 

on the geometry of complex). Hence, g factor can directly provide information of chemical 

structure, just like a fingerprint of the radical sample. 

                                                                 Eα = + 
1

2
g μB B0                                                   (2-1) 

                                                                 Eβ = - 
1

2
g μB B0                                               (2-2) 

                                                ΔE = Eα - Eβ = g μB B0 Δms = g μB B0                            (2-3) 

                                                               ΔE = hʋ = g μB B0                                            (2-4) 

                                                                   g = hʋ / μB B0                                               (2-5) 

                                                                   μB = ge β /2                                                   (2-6) 

                                                              hʋ = ge β (Be + δB)                                            (2-7) 

                                                         hʋ = (ge + δg)β B = g β B                                      (2-8) 

 

Figure 2-1. Zeeman effect in EPR measurements for isotropic and anisotropic cases. 
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Actually, for a specific spin species, the signal pattern of EPR absorption considerably 

depends on the direction of δg in (x, y, z) axis-three dimensional systems. For an isotropic 

system, which means gx = gy = gz, the EPR absorption and first derivatives are symmetric, as 

shown in figure 2-1 (a). But in anisotropic system, there are two situations which are different 

from isotropic system. One situation is gx = gy ≠ gz. we could find that the EPR abosorption 

and first derivatives are not symmetric like the situation (a). It comes two new concepts, g// 

and g┴ which means g// = gz and g┴ = gxy respectively. The apparent value of g factor was 

presented by two different g factor: g// and g┴. The EPR absorption at the position of g┴ is 

higher than the absorption at the position of g//. The reason is the higher chance of B-vector in 

xy-plane than parallel to z-axis for every individuel spin species in total anisotropic system 

(considering probability statistics). The other anisotropic situation possessed gx ≠ gy ≠ gz 

present an EPR absorption peak with two unsymmetrical shoulder peaks. It means the 

apparent value of g factor is presented by three different g factors: gx, gy and gz, as shown in 

figure 2-1 (c). The first derivative of absorption is also completely different from isotropic 

system. For the normal cases which the samples are dissolved in liquid solution (isotropic 

system), the peaks of EPR signal is centrosymmetric. Here the concepts of isotropic samples 

and anisotropic samples for EPR measurements should be made clearly. The isotropic 

samples are e.g. in liquid solution where molecules rapid moving with Brownian motion, 

while the anisotropic samples are in the solid state, e.g. frozen solution, diluted powders or 

crystals and so on. The molecules in these systems are fixed and can not relatively move or 

rotate. 

Table 2-1. The relationships between microwave frequency and magnitude of magnetic field in 

different microwave band regions. 

Microwave Band Microwave 

Frequency (MHz) 

B0 (Gauss)         

(for g = 2) 

L 1000 357.2 

S 3000 1071.7 

X 9000 3215.0 

K 24000 8573.4 

Q 35000 12502.9 

W 94000 33579.3 

The microwave band for measurement of electron normally was divided into six 

different band based on the value of frequency, as shown in table 2-1 above. Microwave X 
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band which labeled in red box in table 2-1 generally was chosen for EPR measurements with 

the frequency around 9 ~ 10 GHz. The intensity range of magnetic field where the radical 

signal appeared is normally around 3000 ~ 3500 gauss, because most of the g factor of radical 

samples are close to 2. 

2.3.2. Principle of Hyperfine Splitting 

 

Figure 2-2. The hyperfine splitting of I = 1/2 nucleus and I = 1 nucleus in EPR measurements 

Hyperfine splitting in EPR signal is derived from the interaction of unpaired electron 

spin with the nucleus spin around. The splitting principle is shown in the figure 2-2. 

Resonance signals, which are the transitions among several new quantization energy levels 

originated from nearby nucleus spin interactions, could be detected. This resonance transitions 

should obey the quantum selection rules that | ΔMS | = 1 and | ΔMI | = 0. The new energy level 

quantization from nucleus of I = 1/2 could split into two states MI = ± 1/2 for every electron 

spin state in magnetic field. So there are two transitions are allowed for I = 1/2 situation. 
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While three transitions are allowed for I = 1, because of three states are split by nuclear spin 

interactions for every electron spin state (MI = ± 1 and MI = 0). Hence the EPR signal of the 

two situations are also split into double-peaks pattern and trible-peaks pattern respectively. 

The distance between two new splitting peaks is the hyperfine coupling constant A. The 

position of original non-splitting signal would be exactly in the middle of the two new 

hyperfine splitting peaks. (This rule is used for isotropic case in diluted solution.) 

All the nucleus of atoms can be divided into two categories: Boson and Fermion by 

the mass number of nucleus. If the mass number is odd, the nucleus is Fermion. While the 

mass number is even, the nucleus belongs to Boson. The nucleus spin quantum number of 

Boson is integer, such as 12C, 16O (I = 0) and 2D, 14N (I = 1), while the number I of Fermion is 

half integer, such as 1H, 13C and 15N (I = 1/2). 

Table 2-2. The list of isotope (mass number), the nucleus spin quantum number (I) and the number 

EPR splitting peaks about non-metallic elements 

Atom (Non-Metallic 

Element) 

Isotope (Mass 

Number) 

Nucleus Spin Number 

(I) 

EPR Splitting Pattern 

H 1 (99.9%) 1/2 2 

C 13 (1.1%) 1/2 2 

N 14 (99.6%) 1 3 

N 15 (0.4%) 1/2 2 

F 19 1/2 2 

P 31 1/2 2 

Cl 35 (75.8%) 3/2 4 

 

Some selected nucleus isotope, the nucleus spin quantum number (I) and the number 

EPR splitting peaks of non-metallic elements are listed in table 2-2. 

2.3.3. Analysis of the EPR Signal Splitting Pattern 

 For a single nucleus spin influenced electron spin species, the hyperfine splitting 

number of signal pattern obey the rule 2I + 1. But when the influences of nucleus around are 

more than one, the situations become complicated. To the several equivalent spins of nuclei, 
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we can use the rule 2nI + 1 to calculate the number of hyperfine splitting, n stands for the 

number of equivalent nuclei. While the nuclei nearby the electron spin species are 

inequivalent, or the hyperfine interactions arise from different nucleus. the number of splitting 

is much complicated (normally, the number of splitting is less than the number calculated by 

the rule (2naIa + 1) × (2nbIb + 1) × (2ncIc + 1) ×……, a, b and c stand for different types of 

nucleus) and depend on the different values of Ai attributed to various nucleus.  

The figure 2-3 below shows two situations of hyperfine splitting of equivalent n × 

nucleus for Fermion a) and Boson b), respectively. The numbers of hyperfine splitting and the 

relative intensities of each splitting peaks are obey Pascal triangle ratio distributions. The ratio 

of intensities of every splitting peaks to Fermion and Boson, and the peaks splitting number of 

them are both different. 

 

 

Figure 2-3. The splitting of EPR singals by equivalent nucleus effect from 0 nucleus to 4 nucleus for I 

= 1/2 and I = 1, respectively. 

We show four typical hyperfine splitting patterns of organic radical species which 

could represent most cases in general situations in figure 2-4. The first example a) is tert-butyl 
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nitroxide which only contains one nucleus (I =1) hyperfine interaction split a triplet lines 

pattern in EPR spectrum. The second radical species is radical trap PBN adduct which 

contains a nucleus (I =1) and a nucleus (I = 1/2) hyperfine interactions split to three doublet 

signals. Two bottom examples of figure 2-4 c) and d) are both nitroxide radicals and both 

contain two nuclei hyperfine interactions. But the splitting is different, due to the two 

interaction nuclei are equivalent or not. For the equivalent case c), quintet lines pattern signals 

with ratio of 1 : 2 : 3 : 2 : 1 acquired, while the inequivalent case d), heptet lines pattern with 

ratio of 1 : 1 : 2 : 1 : 2 : 1 acquired (aN1 and aN2 are different). 

 

Figure 2-4. Four detailed hyperfine splitting patterns of organic radicals. a) tert-butyl nitroxide. b) 

PBN adduct. c) nitronyl nitroxide. d) imino nitroxide. 

2.3.4. Spin Systems with More Than One Unpaired Electron (S ≥ 1) and Zero Field Splitting 

(zfs) 

 The spin species or systems we discussed above all have only one unpaired electron (S 

= 1/2). But actually, most cases we encountered are more than one unpaired electron (S ≥ 1). 

Two situations were divided in the cases of S ≥ 1. One is a kind of systems with odd number 

of electrons which lead to the spin quantum number S = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 and so on. These 

systems are called Kramers’ systems or half-Interger spin systems. The other one is the 

systems with even number of electrons which lead to S = 1, 2, 3 and so on. These systems 

normally are called non-Kramers’ systems or Interger spin systems.  

Let’s take the system with two unpaired electrons S = 1 as an example, then two 

different states of multiplicity exist in ground state: singlet state or triplet state. The 

degeneracy of triplet sub state is lifted and new quantization of spin state take place in frozen 

solution or powder state. This is called zero field interaction and the energy level spacing or 
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splitting is called zero field splitting (zfs), which the "zero field" means it is independent to 

any external field. The description of the anisotropic dipole-dipole interactions between the 

two spin centers are presented by zfs parameters D and E. The three components of D in (x, y, 

z) axis-three dimentional system are not independent, as the equation 2-9. zfs parameter D is a 

traceless symmetrical tensor and can be reduced to two scalar parameters, that is to say only 

two parameters exist (in the range of Dx, Dy and Dz). The relationships between D and E are 

shown in equation (2-10, 2-11). So vital information of geometrical shape of spin distribution 

could be obtain by zfs parameters D and E, which D can reflect the distance between two 

interacting spins, while the value of E can describe the deviation of electron density 

distribution from symmetry axis, when x ≠ y. The relationships between the distance of two 

spin centers (d) and the zfs parameter D is shown in equation 2-12. The units of (d) and D are 

nm and cm-1 respectively. We could draw an important conclusion that the distance (d) 

between the two spin centers is inversely proportional to the zfs parameter D 

                                                              Dx2 + Dy2 + Dz2 = 0                                          (2-9) 

                                                                       D = 
3Dz

2
                                                     (2-10) 

                                                                       E = 
Dx−Dy

2
                                                 (2-11) 

                                                                   d = 0.138 / |D|1/3                                        (2-12) 

2.3.5. The Signals of EPR Measurements Influenced by External Factors 

 A perfect EPR signal response or spectra depend on sample preparation and the 

selection of proper operation parameters. It is influenced by various intrinsic properties and 

external factors.4-11 The former discussions are focused on the intrinsic physical and chemical 

properties. Here we present several external measurement factors on EPR signal that have to 

be considered. (1) The temperature of sample in measurement. The EPR signals especially the 

intensity of signals differ a lot in rt, high temperature or cryogenic temperatures respectively. 

(2) The microwave frequency ʋ and the applied magnetic field magnitude B. (3) The relative 

orientations of B. (4) The field modulation amplitude at the sample positions. (5) The exact 

position of sample in EPR cavity. (6) The overall spectrometer gain including conversion time, 

time constant and the times of multi-scanning. 

 So from another perspective, the spectra of EPR signal also reflect time-dependent 

properties. It is related to another concept of relaxation times for spin centers which could be 
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affected by various conditions. (Relaxation time is a relative time concept compare to the time 

of EPR scan and measurement) In some cases, the lifetime of every individual spin center no 

matter for the spin orientation states or for the distance of spin interactions would affect the 

linewidth. Then some kinetic information can be obtained from the lineshape (height or width 

of peaks or intensity ratio of peaks) and can reflect some properties of samples and conditions 

surrounded spin centers, such as the intermolecular electron exchange and transfer, 

intramolecular motions, conformations change, molecular tumbling in solutions or even 

chemical reactions in samples and so on. In some other cases, if the relaxation only depends 

on the concentration of the spin species, the signal intensity changes can directly reflect the 

kinetic information. 

 

2.4. Application of Quantitative EPR  

The applications of quantitative EPR measurements spread out in various aspects, 

from the chemistry, physics and biology applications to the material science, biomedical 

research and industry application.1,4,17,19 For the physics and chemistry applications, the 

quantitative EPR measurements can be used in investigating the reaction kinetics and 

mechanism of enzyme reactions photocatalysis reactions and redox reactions, the structure 

characterization of spin species and so on. The membrane proteins spin labelling, RNA and 

DNA oxidation and the aspect of metalloproteins are effectively detected or studied by 

quantitative EPR measurements for biology applications. In addition, for the application of 

materials, biomedicine and industry, the quantitative EPR measurements are widely used in 

study of degradation of polymer engineering products, the defects of solar cells or some other 

devices, the oxidative stability of foods and beverages in food science, antioxidant capacity, 

pharmaceutical analysis, radiation dosimetry and even in diamond quality evaluation. 

2.5. Expectation of EPR 

 EPR measurements as a tool to detect the signal of electron resonance for different 

kind of samples. We can obtain many information from the spectra of EPR, such as the 

intensity, g factors, hyperfine splitting and so on, in a specific positon of sample. In other 

words, the information are coming from one point in sample. If we could collect the EPR 

information from many points of a samples (in 2-dimensional regions or 3-dimensional 

regions), then we may create an imaging for a sample, called EPR imaging. The principle is 

similar like the magnetic resonance imaging. For example, the total integral of intensity of 
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EPR signal for every points in a specific 2-dimensional regions or 3-dimensional regions were 

collected, an imaging with different values of EPR signal intensity (gradient line) for a 

specific sample (the picture of changes of gradient) can be acquired. Some preliminary works 

about EPR imaging have been down recently.17-20 This technique of imaging will become an 

unique imaging method of electron spin to samples and would be widely applied in 

biomedicine and clinical medicine in the future. 
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Chapter 3 Temperature Stimuli Responsive Spin Coupling 

Interactions of Nitronyl Nitroxide Diradicals  

 

A biradical system with temperature stimuli responsive transition feature was 

investigated. It consisting of two nitronyl nitroxide (NN) radicals bridged by diphenyl- hexa 

ethylene glycol chain [phenyl-O-(CH2CH2O)6-phenyl (GBN1)] was synthesized and 

investigated using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy in solution at 

different temperature. The reversible temperature dependence behavior of spin coupling 

exchange is comprehensively reflected by the different lifetime of conformations due to a 

tumbling motion of the flexible hexaethylene glycol chain. The influences of different solvent 

on the exchange interactions between the radical entities are described by a two-

conformational model, which was first time applied for di-NN molecule and revealed the 

thermodynamic parameters enthalpy and entropy (∆H and ∆S) of the conformational changes. 

The positive value of enthalpy indicates lower energy of the stretched form (as calculated) 

compared to the bent form. The transition enthalpy in polar MeCN is larger than in toluene 

and the positive entropy sign indicates more chain conformation options in the bent state. The 

magnetic properties of this molecule were investigated in solid state by magnetization studies 

and EPR spectroscopy. (large parts of this chapter originated from the publication: J. Phys. 

Chem. A 2018, 122, 574-581) 

 

Schematic Diagram of Diradicals With Flexible Bridge in Solution 
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3.1 Introduction 

For a long period of time, magnetic molecules have drawn a lot of attentions, because 

of fantastic charm and the spin magnetic properties.1 Organic radicals2 possessing unpaired 

electron spin residing in p-orbitals offer a wide molecular design where structural flexibility 

became a promising research field among magnetic molecules that can have potential 

applications in spintronics devices, charge transfer materials, quantum computer or memory 

devices, and biomacromolecular-based magnets.3-7 Among various organic high spin 

compounds2,8  especially those composed of two nitronyl nitroxide (NN) radicals attract more 

and more interests for inter- or intra-molecular magnetic exchange interactions. Investigations 

suggest that in NN radicals the unpaired electron spin-density is delocalized over the ONCNO 

fragment. For the NN biradicals, the exchange interaction J is described by the spin 

Hamiltonian (Heisenberg exchange) equation H = -2JS1S2 (S1, S2 are spin quantum numbers 

of the two neighboring spin unit). Many studies have reported on tuning through bond 

exchange interactions J by different kinds of conjugated structures as bridges between two 

radicals,9-10 where the absolute value of J can decrease drastically from several hundred to 

several Kelvin upon changing the bridging length11-12 or the torsion in the conjugated 

backbone. Up to now mainly pure nitroxides as proxyl13 or TEMPO radicals14-19 were 

considered for their through space exchange coupling.15-17 In contrast non conjugated long 

chain flexibly connected NN biradicals were rarely studied. Only one article published 

recently mentioned a similar structure with a shorter flexible chain for use in batteries, but the 

spin exchange coupling was not discussed at all.18 Therefore the radical interaction in such 

biradicals deserves further attentions.19 Thus we consider nitronyl nitroxides connected via a 

flexible saturated hexa-ethylene glycol bridge to investigate the solution and solid state spin 

exchange coupling.  

Among the characterizations of radicals, one of the most direct and efficient method to 

investigate the physical and chemical properties of radicals is EPR spectroscopy. For the case 

of a mono nitronyl nitroxide radical or NN biradicals without spin coupling exchange, J is 

zero. The signals of EPR spectra of NN in solution split into 5 lines with the intensity ratio 1 : 

2 : 3 : 2 : 1, and would  depart by the distance of aN due to electron nuclear hyperfine splitting 

which is generated by the presence of two equivalent nitrogens.20 For the situation of strong 

exchange coupling J between two radical units |J/aN| >> 1, each electron spin is coupled to 

four equivalent nitrogens such that a nonet line shape spectrum with a peak to peak separation 
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of aN/2 and an intensity ratio 1 : 4 : 10 : 16 : 19: 16: 10 : 4 : 1 can be detected in EPR 

measurements. The number of lines in the spectra generally obeys the rule of 2(nI) + 1, where 

‘n’ refers to the number of equivalent fermion nitrogen nuclei and ‘I’ refers to the nuclear spin 

angular momentum (I=1 for 14N). The total spectral width of signals of the biradical system is 

the same as for the corresponding mono NN radical. 

The relative intensity of nine lines in EPR spectra changed drastically during the 

change of temperature in our case. So far as the intramolecular spin coupling exchange 

mechanism is considered,21 there are two main paths, through bond22-23 and through space.24-25 

For our case, the bridge between two spin fragments is composed of a number of saturated C-

C σ bonds and C-O σ bonds. These long and non-conjugated structures could not offer a 

pathway for radicals to couple each other through bond.13 That means only through space the 

intramolecular spin coupling exchange can be explained. In liquid solution different 

conformations can be adopted through the long flexible bridge between the radical entities 

where the polarity and viscosity of solvents influence the equilibrium between stretched and 

bent state. Thus we have chosen several different solvents, from non-polar solvents with low 

viscosity like toluene and dichloromethane to polar solvents with high viscosity as, 

acetonitrile, methanol, and even water. Mixtures of solvents with different ratios were also 

considered to investigate the influence of solvent molecules filling the bridged biradicals 

space. Different temperatures were discussed in this system from 330 K to the degree of 

freezing point of solvent and were found out playing the main role in affecting the spin 

exchange. 

 

3.2 Synthesis of Temperature Stimuli Responsive Radicals 

The synthesis of the bis-(nitronyl nitroxide) biradical with phenyl-O-(CH2CH2O)6-

phenyl bridge GBN1, started from commercially available hexa-ethylene glycol (1), which 

was tosylated to 2 in dichloromethane and trimethylamine as base at room temperature in a 

similar method as previously published.26 All the synthesis steps are shown in Scheme 3-1. 

The transformation from the methylbenzenesulfonates to the corresponding dialdehydes 3 was 

achieved in acetonitrile and potassium carbonate (K2CO3) with Y. J. Ma, in yields around 

55%. 
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Scheme 3-1. Synthesis of diradical GBN1 and monoradical GBN2 as tautomers 7a and 7b. 

Due to the crucial dialdehydes precursor 3 for the whole synthesis of GBN1, we offer 

the NMR spectrum of the new precursor which is shown in figure 3-1 below, for analyzing 

the detail structure of 3. Six groups of hydrogen characteristic peaks were clearly attributed to 

the dialdehydes derivatives. The proton labeled "a" in figure attributed to aldehyde group 

where the single peak position is at 9.77 ppm. Two groups of double peaks labeled "b" and 

"c" at 7.72-7.75 ppm and 6.94-6.97 ppm respectively, were attributed to aromatic protons 

belonging to two phenyl groups. Other protons which belong to ethylene glycol chain and 

labeled "d", "e" and "f" are shown in figure 3-1. The chemical shifts of four groups of proton 

which labeled "f" are very close around the region 3.51-3.61 ppm, due to the long distance 

with aldehyde groups and phenyl groups. The whole ratio of protons from "a" to "f" are nearly 

about 1 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 4, which fitted the theoretical value. 

The condensation reaction of the dicarbaldehyde 3 with 2,3-diamino-N,N’-dihydroxy-

2,3-dimethylbutane (4) according to a similar procedure27 was realized in a mixture of 

solvents of absolute dry methanol and DCM (ratio is 1 : 4), which was degassed by argon 

bubbling before use, then the reaction mixture was heated to 65 оС and stirred for 36 h.  
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Figure 3-1. 1H NMR  spectrum (250.0 MHz) of 3 in CD2Cl2 at room temperature 

The N,N’-dihydroxyimidalozidine 5 was finally oxidized to the biradical 6 with 

sodium periodate as oxidant in a two-phase solvent mixture of water and DCM, in an ice bath 

around 0-5 оС. The biradical product was separated by column chromatography providing a 

MS-FD MW= 745.5 g/mol fully consistent with the calculated mass for GBN1. Partially 

insufficient oxidation led to the mono NN radical GBN2 which also could be isolated by 

column chromatography providing a mass of MS-FD MW= 729.4 g/mol consistent with the 

isomeric structure 7. 

 

3.3 Optical Properties 

The UV-Vis spectrum provided characteristic absorptions at 370 nm and 617 nm (Fig. 

3-2 a). The two main absorptions originated from the π-π* transition of the substituted 

ethoxy-benzene-imidazolidine and the n-p* transition of the nitronyl nitroxide, respectively. 

The broad absorption patterns in the visible range changed with the variation of solvents (Fig. 

3-2 b). The whole UV-Vis spectra of GBN1 in five different solvents are shown in figure 3-3. 

There occurred a clear hypsochromic shift with increasing solvent polarity, which is a clear 
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indication of negative solvatochromism.28,29 This is due to the dipolar structure of the nitronyl 

nitroxide, where the ethylene glycol helps to make it even soluble in water and is also an 

electron donor. Here mainly the n-p* transition of the radical is involved and responsible for 

the negative solvatochromism that was observed. Thus the apparent colours of solutions vary 

from blue to cyan and purple (Fig. 3-2 c). That is to say, the different polarity of solvents 

change a little bit the energy gap between the ground state and excited state. 

The colour of the solution is blue (the same colour to the GBN1 in solid state) when 

GBN1 is dissolved in acetonitrile, methanol or DCM, as shown in Fig. 3-2 c left. The colour 

of solution turned to cyan (dark green), when GBN1 was dissolved in toluene (Fig. 3-2 c 

middle) and it appeared purple when dissolved in water as shown in the Fig. 3-2 c right. 

                 

 

Figure 3-2. a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of nitronyl nitroxide diradicals GBN1 (6, blue line) and 

precursor (3, black line) recorded in acetonitrile solutions at room temperature. Inset: amplification of 

optical absorption spectra in the visible range from 400 nm to 800 nm. b) UV-Vis spectra of visible 

range in different solvents. c) Apparent colour of GBN1 in different solvents acetonitrile (left), toluene 

(middle), water (right). 
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Figure 3-3. UV-Vis spectra of GBN1. Inset: amplification of optical absorption spectra from 400 nm 

to 800 nm. 

 

3.4 EPR Measurements and Analysis 

3.4.1. EPR spectra of GBN1 and GBN2 at room temperature 

The EPR spectrum of GBN1 in acetonitrile at room temperature showed a 

typical nine line spectrum centered at  g=2.0067 with spacing of aN/2= 3.84 G (Fig 3-

4). The monoradical GBN2 presented just a five line EPR spectrum in acetonitrile at 

room temperature (Fig. 3-5) with g=2.0064 and hyperfine interaction of aN= 7.67 G for 

coupling with two equivalent nitrogens. Thus GBN2 is an important reference sample 

for discussing the principle of intramolecular spin exchange coupling interaction 

through space found for GBN1. 

We got a series of EPR spectra with nine lines patten of bis(nitronyl nitroxide) 

radicals in different solvents at room temperature, as shown in the Fig. 3-4. They 

indicate a strong spin coupling exchange between two nitronyl nitroxide radicals in 

solution state. Among them, the diradical sample which dissolved in acetonitrile (the 

black one) presented the most homogenous nine line pattern of nitronyl nitroxide 

diradical, and also the most symmetrical one. The samples dissolved in toluene (red), 

methanol (green) dichloromethane (dark blue), and water (light blue) showed less 

homogenous EPR spectra where every 2nd line differed in relative intensity, which is 
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usually interpreted as a mixture of non interacting monoradicals and exchange coupled 

biradicals. One reason of the differences between these EPR spectra at room 

temperature is the consequence of different polarity and viscosity of the solvents, 

which influence the flexibility of the backbone leading to different amounts of 

conformations and therewith of partly strong exchange coupled radicals. 

 

Figure 3-4. EPR spectra of GBN1 in different solvents at T= 293 K. 

 

Figure 3-5. EPR spectrum of GBN2 in acetonitrile at room temperature 

3.4.2. The Deduction of EPR Spectrum of GBN1 (The Relative Intensity of Every Splitting) 

 The mono-NN has two equivalent nitrogens, while di-NN has four equivalent 

nitrogens that lead to half of hyperfine splitting. The intensity ratio of nine lines could be 

deduced by the overlapping of five quintet line signals with every quintet line signal ratio of 

1 : 2 : 3 : 2 : 1 (from left to right with the statistical weights of every quintet line signal, 1/9, 

2/9, 3/9, 2/9, 1/9, respectively), which are shown in scheme 3-2. The red fractions in the right 
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of scheme are statistical weights of every quintet line signal, which were calculated from the 

intensity ratio of 5 lines pattern spectrum.30,31 The total spectral width of signals of the 

biradical system in the strong exchange limit is thus the same as for the corresponding mono 

NN radical. 

                                    

Scheme 3-2. Relative intensity ratio of EPR spectral lines of a nitronyl nitroxide diradical with 

strong spin exchange coupling. 

3.4.3. Temperature Dependent EPR Spectra of GBN1 in Pure Solvents 

We measured the temperature dependent EPR spectra of GBN1 in acetonitrile, 

toluene, DCM, water, and methanol, respectively. Clear transitions from five lines 

splitting pattern for non-interacting spins at low temperature to a nine lines splitting 

pattern for strongly exchange coupled spins at high temperature was observed in all the 

five solvents (Fig. 3-7). The EPR spectra of GBN1 in three solvents (acetonitrile, 

toluene and methanol) at three specific temperatures are depicted here for clarity (Fig. 

3-6).  The transition of splitting patterns changed by gradual increase of intensities of 

the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth peak between the original five lines EPR 

spectrum. (For the acetonitrile case, the transition of second peak appears at the dashed 

line which was marked with star * in Fig. 3-6 a) The spectrum is much more similar to 
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ideal nine lines spectrum (|J| >> aN) when the temperature increased to 300 K, and it 

changed to mono NN radical behavior without spin coupling when the temperature is 

close to the freezing point. When the temperature increase, the long chain bridge 

between two radicals become more flexible due to the much easier rotations around σ 

bonds along the long chain.32 This will also lead to more vigorous motions of radical 

end groups and increase the collisional frequencies of radicals33 through more rapid 

reorientations of NN radicals. In addition, the GBN1 system was also carried out in 

mixed solvents for characterizing temperature dependent EPR spectra (shown in Figure 

3-10). The simulated EPR spectra of GBN1 in solution state can also predict the spin 

interaction well (shown in Figure 3-8). 

  

 

Figure 3-6. Temperature dependent EPR spectra of GBN1 in different solvents a) in acetonitrile, b) in 

toluene, c) in methanol. I1 and I2 are the relative intensities of the first and second line in the spectra 

used for further analysis of their ratios. 

The Fig. 3-7 which show temperature dependent EPR spectra of GBN1 (from 

around 210 K to around 330 K, with 10 degree gradient) in acetonitrile, toluene, DCM, 

water, and methanol, respectively, all of them give clear trends of transitions from five 
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lines splitting pattern for non-interacting spins to a nine lines splitting pattern for 

strongly exchange coupled spins. But the EPR signal tendency of GBN1 which was 

dissolved in acetonitrile is the most perfect and most symmetrical spectra which could 

fit the simulated spectra well among the different five solvents. The overall transition 

tendency of EPR spectra about GBN1 in five solvents from low temperature to high 

temperature still clearly existed. (The transition tendency is a linear increase of 

intensity I2 with temperature ascending) 

 

Figure 3-7. Temperature dependent EPR spectra of GBN1 in a) acetonitrile, b) toluene, c) methanol, 

d) DCM and e) water. I1 and I2 are the relative intensities of the first and second line in the spectra a), 

which were used for further analysis of their ratios. 
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Two simulated EPR spectra of diradical and monoradical, with the parameters from 

the experimental spectra above were acquired and added in different portions of the two 

simulated EPR spectra. They represent different ratios of spin coupled and non-spin coupled 

radicals superimposed on each other as shown in Fig. 3-8 and well compare with the changed 

amount of spin coupled radicals upon temperature variation. As the portion of diradicals 

(which with spin coupling features) increased from 0% to 100%, the peaks pattern were 

changed from 5 lines mono radical features gradually to 9 lines diradical spectrum. Due to the 

overlap of peak position of the two situations, which the five peaks belong to mono NN 

radical are overlapped with five peaks (the first peak, third peak, fifth peak, seventh peak and 

ninth peak) belong to di-NN radicals. So at the intermediate mixture period, the intensity of 

the second peak, forth peak, sixth peak and eighth peak seems weak in total spectra for the 

simulated EPR spectra. It is well fitted to the experimental EPR data of GBN1 in solution 

which were shown in front. 
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Figure 3-8. Simulated EPR spectra in acetonitrile (Frequency is 9.311586 MHZ, Bc = 3315) by using 

the parameter of g factor is 2.0067 and an1 is 7.75, an2 is 3.875 with spin coupling interactions of 

diradicals from 0% to 100%  

GBN2 was used as a control sample to exclude intermolecular interactions 

under the given concentrations (c ~ 10-4 M). Only a five lines pattern in the EPR 
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spectrum of the mono nitronyl nitroxide was detected at different temperatures, as 

shown in Fig. 3-9. These EPR measurements of control sample (GBN2) proved the 

diradical NN features and spin interactions between two spin species derived from 

intramolecular interactions, rather than derived from intermolecular interactions. 
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Figure 3-9. EPR spectra of monoradical GBN2 in acetonitrile at different temperatures  

3.4.4 EPR Spectra of GBN1 in Mixed Solvents 
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Figure 3-10. Temperature dependent EPR spectra of GBN1 in different mixed solvents a) the ratio of 

acetonitrile to toluene is 6 : 4, b) the ratio of toluene to methanol is 6 : 4, c) the ratio of acetonitrile to 

water is 1 : 9, d) the ratio of acetonitrile to water is 9 : 1. 

The EPR measurements of different mixed solvents of sample GBN1 could visually 

reflect some solvent polarity effect on spin interactions between radical species. As the 

depiction ahead about the pure solvent GBN1, the EPR spectra measured in acetonitrile 

present the most symmetrical signal patterns, during the switching tendency between high 

temperature and low temperature. But the EPR spectra measured in pure toluene and water 

showed worse signal regularity than the signal in acetonitrile at different temperature. Then 

we use toluene and water to mix with acetonitrile respectively, as shown in figure 3-10 a), c) 

and d). The results reflect that the mixture of toluene and acetonitrile as solvent could obtain 

much more linear change of intensity than pure toluene situation. The mixture of water and 

acetonitrile could also draw the same conclusion. The different ratio of water and acetonitrile 

from 9 : 1 to 1 : 9 reflected the change of signal pattern during the temperature shift, 

compared to pure solvents. The data b) is GBN1 in the mixture of toluene and methanol as a 

control experiment. 

3.4.5. EPR Spectrum of Solid State of GBN1 

The EPR spectrum of GBN1 in solid state at room temperature showed only one 

broadened line signal with g=2.0068 and no zero field splitting for GBN1 was 

observed (Figure 3-11).  
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Figure 3-11. EPR spectrum of GBN1 in solid state 
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3.5 Analysis and Deduction of New Model: Two-Comformational Model 

3.5.1. Deduction of Two-Comformational Model 

For a similar case of two nitroxide radicals (proxyl or TEMPOs)34-35 with long σ 

chain connected,36 Parmon et al. 37-39 gave a semi-quantitative analysis of temperature 

dependence of EPR spectra changing from 3 lines at low temperature to 5 lines at high 

temperature. 40-41 This three-conformational model was put forward and can explain the 

transition phenomenon of 3 to 5 lines well. Based on the non-conjugated bridge 

structure, we used this model39 to describe the new bridged NN radicals. When the two 

nitronyl nitroxides move close enough to each other by rotation of σ bonds in the long 

flexible chain they can interact strongly (bent state) as shown in scheme 3-3. For the 

linear extended (stretched) conformation labeled ‘A’ the two end-capped radical 

groups are far apart from each other where they cannot undergo exchange (J = 0). The 

conformations labeled ‘B’ refer to the bent situation, that the two end-capped radical 

groups are very close and have a strong spin coupling interaction (|J|  >> aN). Another 

possible bent conformation with less mutual exchange interaction to each (|J| ~ aN) 

could not be detected by EPR and in the analysis we are restricted therefor to a two 

conformational model. 

 

Scheme 3-3. Diagrammatic sketch of two-conformational model. 

From this model also the average lifetimes of nitronyl nitroxide fragments in the 

bent state 𝝉𝒃 , and the stretched extended state 𝝉𝒂  can be derived. This is equal to the 

forward and backward reaction equilibrium provided by the Eyring-Polanyi equation37, 

𝑲 =
𝒌𝟏  

𝒌−𝟏

= 𝐞𝐱𝐩 (
𝜟𝑺 

𝑹
−

𝜟𝑯 

𝑹𝑻
),                                   (1) 
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where 𝒌𝟏  and 𝒌−𝟏 are the reaction rate constants for the forward reaction (from linear 

extended to bent state) and the backward reaction (conformation change from bent to 

extended) respectively. Thus with 𝒌𝟏 / 𝒌−𝟏 = 𝝉𝒃  / 𝝉𝒂 . 

𝝉𝒃

𝝉𝒂
= 𝐞𝐱𝐩 (

𝜟𝑺 

𝑹
−

𝜟𝑯 

𝑹𝑻
).                                            (2) 

We can acquire the ratio of life time by analysis of the EPR spectra from the intensity 

of first or second line and the temperature dependent change in designated solvent as 

𝑰𝟐 / 𝑰𝟏 , as 𝑰𝟏
𝒃𝒏 = τb𝑰 / 81(τb + τa) , 𝑰𝟐

𝒃𝒏 = 4τb𝑰 / 81(τb + τa) , 𝑰𝟏
𝒍𝒊𝒏 = τa𝑰 / 9(τb + τa) and 𝑰𝟐

𝒍𝒊𝒏 = 0. 

The superscript ‘bn’ and ‘lin’ refers to case of bent situation and strectched situation. 

The above four equations about intensity ratio value of bent state and stretched state 

could be respectively acquired from scheme 3-2. Subscripts ‘1’ ‘2’ refer to the line 

number of EPR from left. So the observed intensities of line 1 and line 2, will be equal 

to: 𝑰𝟏  = 𝑰𝟏
𝒍𝒊𝒏  + 𝑰𝟏

𝒃𝒏 and 𝑰𝟐  = 𝑰𝟐
𝒍𝒊𝒏  + 𝑰𝟐

𝒃𝒏. 

𝑰𝟏  = (9τa + τb)𝑰 / 81(τa + τb).                                  (3) 

𝑰𝟐  = 4τb𝑰 / 81(τa + τb).                                         (4) 

𝑰𝟐  

𝑰𝟏

=
𝟒

𝝉𝒃

𝝉𝒂

(𝟗+
𝝉𝒃

𝝉𝒂
) 

.                                                            (5) 

𝝉𝒃

𝝉𝒂
=

𝟗
𝑰𝟐  

𝑰𝟏

𝟒−
𝑰𝟐  

𝑰𝟏

 

.                                                              (6) 

From this intensity ratios result the relation to the change of thermodynamic 

parameters entropy and enthalpy ∆S and ∆H, 

𝐞𝐱𝐩 (
𝜟𝑺 

𝑹
−

𝜟𝑯 

𝑹𝑻
) = 𝟗

𝑰𝟐  

𝑰𝟏

 / (𝟒 −
𝑰𝟐  

𝑰𝟏

).                          (7)  
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Figure 3-12. Relative ratios of intensities of EPR spectra of second line to first line at low field in 

different solvents, □ represent the solvent acetonitrile, ○ is in toluene, ∆ is in DCM, ◊ is in methanol, 

the inverted triangle is in water. 

We could clearly distinguish the increasing intensity of 𝑰𝟐  at the position of the 

second dashed line from the left marked with star * Fig. 3-6 a) and find the ratios for 

all solvents to differ with temperature (Fig. 3-12).  

3.5.2. The Relationships Among Thermodynamic Parameters, Temperature and EPR Data 

Equation (6) was used to calculate the relationship with relative lifetime ratio of 

bent conformations to linear extended conformations and the temperature. Then the 

logarithmic plot was acquired versus reciprocal temperature, and also the linear fit as 

shown in Fig. 3-13 for acetonitrile a), toluene b), methanol c), DCM d), and H2O e), 

respectively. As the temperature increases, a longer lifetime of bent conformations is 

favored. From the linear fit, we can directly get the thermodynamic parameters 

according to the equation (2) deduced above. 
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Figure 3-13. The logarithmic plots of relative lifetime ratio of the bent conformation with diradicals 

close to each other and the extended linear conformation where the radicals stay far away vs. 

reciprocal temperature and their linear fit of GBN1 a) the solvent is acetonitrile, b) toluene, c) 

methanol, d) DCM and e) water. 

Table 3-1. The EPR spectra and thermodynamic parameters for the GBN1 in different 

solvents. 

[a] g factor measured in different solvent. [b] Hyperfine splitting of diradical without spin 

coupling. [c] The enthalpy value calculated by the slope of linear fit from Fig. 6 and Fig. S6 

according to equation (2). [d] The entropy value calculated by the intercept of linear fit from 

Fig. 6 and Fig. S6 according to equation (2). [e] The polarity index is a measure of the relative 

polarity of solvent.42 [f] Activation energy of viscosity”, E
43 

Thermodynamic parameters of ΔH and ΔS can reveal some tendency of 

conformational freedom by rotation around the saturated σ-bonds in these solution 

systems. Positive value of enthalpy indicates lower energy of stretched form and the 

 g [a] aN[G][b] 

𝛥𝐻 

[𝑘𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙−1][c] 

𝛥𝑆 

[𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙−1𝐾−1][d] 

Polarity 

[e]
 

Viscosity 

E[f][kJ/mol] 

DCM 2.0066(5) 7.50 16.5  1.7 63.4  3.2 3.4 No record 

Toluene 2.0066 7.50 19.2  2.0 77.5  3.9 2.4 9.1 

Acetonitrile 2.0066 7.75 22.9  2.3 99.5  5.0 6.2 7.5 

Methanol 2.0066 7.75 27.4  2.7 100.6  5.0 6.6 11.3 

H2O 2.0066 8.25 29.6  3.0 97.8  5.0 10.2 15.3 
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positive entropy sign indicates more chain conformation options in bent state and more 

opportunities to have an exchange spin coupling for the bent conformation. 

Temperature does not affect the value of ΔH and ∆S, as can be clearly seen from the 

Fig. 3-13 that nearly all the dots are close to the linear fit. They depend on the intrinsic 

properties of solvents. We ranked the table 3-1 by the sequence from small to large 

order of ∆H and found out the relative polarity has approximate sequence with ΔH. We 

(cooperate with Alexander I. Kokorin) tried to plot the following dependencies of ∆H 

vs. polarity units and activation energy of viscosity, E but no clear linear dependencies 

could be depicted just some tendencies for both relations are obvious as seen from the 

table, namely a general increase of ΔH with either polarity or activation energy of 

viscosity (Figure 3-15).  

 

3.6 Magnetic Measurements  

Using a SQUID magnetometer we determined the magnetic properties of two 

samples of GBN1 which differ in their age and masses. This experiment was done by 

Bernd Wolf in Frankfurt. Sample #1 which was newly synthesized has 18.4 mg and #2 

which was synthesized half a year before has a mass of 9.86 mg. The material itself is 

very sticky and to handle it properly, it was dissolved in dichloromethane and then 

filled in suitable capsules. Before they are closed, the entire dichloromethane was 

evaporated as good as possible. All data have been corrected for the temperature-

independent diamagnetic core contribution of the constituents, the magnetic 

contribution of the sample holder, and the contribution of the empty capsule. The data 

were taken in the temperature range 2 K  T  270 K and a magnetic field of 1 T. 

Figure 3-14 exhibits the χmolT data of samples #1 and #2 as a function of 

temperature. For both samples χmolT have no temperature dependence down to 

approximately 30 K. With a value of 0.59 cm3Kmol-1 for sample #1 and 0.58 

cm3Kmol-1 at 250 K, both sample exhibit nearly the theoretical value of 0.75 cm3Kmol-

1 expected for two uncoupled S = 1/2 units. So that only paramagnetic features exist for 

GBN1. It also indicate that every NN radical in this system was isolated from each 

other by the long flexible chain in condensed state and the orientations of all the 

radicals are isotropic. The small reduction of the χmolT value of #1 and #2 below 30 K 

is due to a very small antiferromagnetic interaction in the material. To determine its 

size we plot the inverse molar susceptibility as a function of temperature for T < 60 K 
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in the inset of figure 3-14. Both samples strictly follow the Curie-Weis law. Fitting 

these data we obtained a very small Curie-Weis temperature of -0.5 ± 0.1 K reflecting 

the very small antiferromagnetic correlations only visible at low temperatures. The red 

solid line in the inset shows the Curie-Weis fit. 

 

Figure 3-14. χmolT as a function of temperature of sample #1 (dark green circles) and sample 

#2 (dark yellow circles) of GBN1. Inset: Inverse molar susceptibility of #1 (brown circles) and 

#2 (orange circles) together with a Curie-Weis fit (red solid line). 

 

3.7 Analysis of Additional Plots 
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Figure 3-15. Plot of ΔH vs. activation energy of viscosity Eη, polarity and dielectric constant at 25oC 
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The additional plots here were done by Alexander I. Kokorin in Moscow. The 

Figure 3-15 visually show the relationships of enthalpy ΔH with activation energy of 

viscosity, polarity of solvents and dielectric constant. Except the lowest dot, most parts 

of the lines (blue and red) belong to ∆H vs. polarity and dielectric constant (ɛ) have the 

tendencies that ΔH increased with the value of polarity of solvents and dielectric 

constant of solvents increased. But the relationship between activation energy of 

viscosity E and ∆H has no clear dependencies.  

Another method which using the intensity ratios of third and fourth line (d1 and d2 

labeled in figure 3-16) acquired the same tendency with the former method which the 

intensity ratios of first and second line were used. The sample was dissolved in toluene and 

the intensity ratio of d2 and d1 increased as the dependence of the temperature increase. The 

highest ratio of d2 and d1 is 16 : 10 which is the ratio of pure diradical feature. We still use 

two-conformational model to interpret the whole process of spin transition. 
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Figure 3-16. Analysis for third and fourth line intensity d1 and d2 for comparison in toluene solvent 

of GBN1. 

 The plot of relative life times of two conformations with temperature and a linear fit is 

shown in figure 3-17. Eight of the eleven dots in the figure is perfectly on the linear fit, which 

means all the dots could form an intercept and a gradient and would not change by the 

temperature change. The values of ΔH and ∆S were extracted from gradient and intercept of 

the linear fit respectively, which got a similar range of value compared to the method of using 
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intensity ratio of first and second line in EPR spectrum. They are: ΔH = 26.2  2 kJ/mol, and 

ΔS = 93  8 J/molK.  
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Figure 3-17.  The logarithmic plots of relative lifetime ratio of the bent conformation with diradicals 

close to each other and the extended linear conformation where the radicals stay far away vs. 

reciprocal temperature and their linear fit of GBN1 in toluene. 

3.8 Conclusions 

We reported a nitronyl nitroxide diradical system bridged by phenyl-O-(CH2CH2O)6-

phenyl which exhibits temperature dependent exchange spin coupling interactions through 

space. The temperature external stimuli factor is successfully introduced to switch spin 

properties. The EPR spectra and SQUID measurement gave a clear presentation of magnetic 

behaviour of the long flexible chain bridged diradicals in solution state or solid state in 

different temperature. A two conformational model was applied to analyse the 

thermodynamic parameters to explain the phenomena to some extent. A new equation about 

the lifetime of bent state conformation and linear stretched state conformation to the relative 

intensity ratio of second peak and first peak from EPR spectra was first time deduced in a 

nitronyl nitroxide system to testify the spin exchange coupling. The thermodynamic 

parameters enthalpy and entropy (∆H and ∆S) of the conformational changes and the 

relationships related to different solvents were used to depict the coupling process. The EPR 

spectra revealed that the polarity and viscosity of the solvents affects the biradical coupling 

interaction also derived through the thermodynamic parameters, but no linear dependency 
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could be found. In addition the diradical molecule also exhibits an interesting 

solvatochromism phenomenon which could be valuable for further research and application. 
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Chapter 4 Redox Stimuli Spin Responsive Systems with the 

Formation of Cation-Radical Diradicals 

 

External redox stimuli factor refers to utilizing oxidant or reductant to change a system 

by chemical reactions. During the process of stimuli, there are some spin units or magnetic 

properties changing.1,2 The redox stimuli factor is the only chemical way among all the 

external stimuli factors.3 In this chapter, we investigated four organic stable radicals for redox 

stimuli responsive properties to explain the spin switching process. We provide strong 

experimental evidences about the formation of spin molecules composed of stable radical and 

cation radical during the oxidation stimuli, and the spin coupling interaction between the two 

spin centers.  

4.1 Introduction 

Two typical organic radical groups nitronyl nitroxide (NN) and imino nitroxide (IN)4,5 

were functionalized to phenothiazine and phenoxazin which form tertiary amine structures 

(could transform to cation radical6,7 when an electron lost). The four new structures are 10-

phenyl-3,7-dithiophen-phenothiazine-NN, 10-phenyl-3,7-dithiophen-phenothiazine-IN, 10-

phenyl-phenoxazine-NN, 10-phenyl-phenoxazine-IN, which were labeled as PDTN-NN, 

PDTNIN, PO-NN and PO-IN respectively, as shown in figure 4-1. An electron donor group is 

indispensable to a spin-poloarized open shell structure.8,9 Phenothiazine and phenoxazine 

were taken into consideration as classical electron donors in recent two or three 

decades.10-14 Planar structures with ten atom π system which contain secondary amine 

are redox-active. The spin density distribution of nitrogen cation radical is delocalized 

on the whole phenothiazine or phenoxazine conjugated structures. K. Okada and 

coworkers synthesized a series of phenothiazine based radical cations and diradical 

dications15-17 which exhibited high spin intra or intermolecular coupling.18,19 But the 

questions about coexistence of the delocalized spin of tertiary amine cation radical and 

the localized spins of nitroxide radical group appeared and the spin interactions 

between them still lack of proper investigation. 20 For typical stable organic radical groups 

NN and IN, the spin distributions are localized on O-N=C-N-O˙ and N=C-N-O˙ fragments, 

respectively. They have become vital spin function groups in organic synthesis.4,21 The 

asymmetrical fragments O-N=C-N-O˙ in NN are actually tautomers. The fragment O-N=C-N-

O˙ and ˙O-N-C=N-O interconvert to each other in equilibrium.22-25 The spin density 
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distribution of NN and IN would also be influenced by the newly-formed delocalized 

cation radicals and the change of redox conditions in whole process. 

 

Figure 4-1. The apparent color and different oxidation stages of the four spin systems in the redox 

process 

Till to now, the investigations of basic physical and chemical process about how 

does the new diradical composed of stable radical and cation radical form and the 

experimental evidences about intramolecular spin properties switch upon the change of 

oxidation and reduction conditions are still relatively scarce. 26-33 Although most of 

interests and research efforts in the field of organic cation radical have focused on the 

synthesis and application of spintronics. 8 This work provides four new radicals 

(PDTN-NN, PDTNIN, PO-NN and PO-IN). NN and IN are connected with donors 

phenothazine combined with two thiophenes at 3,7 positions and phenoxazine through 

1,4-phenylene spacer respectively. 34 Oxidations with SbCl5 (with a series of ratios) were 

carried out by titration for the four structures in DCM.35,36 The apparent color of solutions 

suddenly changed to pink color then continuously deepen to red until the final dark red. Two 

different stages (mixed state and over oxidized state) successively appeared during the 

process of oxidation. The mixed state with pink color is the first stage which has a similar 
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EPR signal pattern with nitroxide radical at beginning. As the titration of oxidant SbCl5, the 

sample’s EPR signals have the trend to be influenced by tertiary amine nuclei. The original 

quintet signal and heptet signal patterns were affected by hyperfine splitting from 

nitrogen nuclei which belongs to the new formed nitrogen cation radical (the nuclear 

spin angular momentum I=1 for 14N), and the numbers of peaks incline to split more. 

Further oxidation would lead the mixed state close to over oxidized state. The EPR signal at 

this stage is also more and more similar with the typical nitrogen cation radical (3 lines 

pattern spectrum). So actually the mixed state can be divided into three stages with 

different components of radical species, due to the newly formed diradical molecules. 

The over oxidized state happened when the electric potential of oxidation is higher than 

the oxidation potential of nitroxide radical and most of nitroxide radical structures 

were destroyed at about more than 5 equivalents of oxidant. The g factor also changed 

slightly upon the whole different stages, due to the process of new spin center formed 

and the destruction of nitroxide radical. Normally, the apparent g factor which 

calculated from the equation g = һυ/μBBc is average value of g factors of all radicals 

which existed in whole molecule. For our case the apparent g factor gav is average of 

the original nitroxide radical gor and new formed nitrogen cation radical gne, which 

could be written as gav = (gor + gne) / 2. 37 We also observed a temperature dependent 

reversible feature in EPR that the spin features of mixed state switch between the spin 

intermediate and typical three line pattern signal of cation nitrogen radical in the temperature 

range from rt to around 200 K. Reversible redox features which lead to intramolecular spin 

properties change were also testified by oxidant AgSbF6 and reductant Zn on the opposite 

direction to oxidation in mixed state. 

The whole process of spin switches of the four synthesized structures (scheme 4-1, 4-2) 

were investigated by using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).38,39 The electronic 

interaction between donor (phenothiazine, phenoxazin) and nitroxide radical (NN, IN) was 

also confirmed by UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry (CV). Density 

functional theory (DFT) was used to calculate the electron spin density distributions of the 

four organic radicals in different valence states.40-42 From the calculated J value, we found 

that the newly formed cation-radical diradical species own intramolecular ferromagnetic 

coupling interaction. 

4.2 Synthesis of Cation-Radical Diradicals 
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Scheme 4-1. Synthesis of mono-radical PDTN-NN, PDTN-IN and cation-radical diradicals PTD-NN, 

PTD-IN 

All the four new synthesized cation-radical diradicals are started from phenothiazine 

and phenoxazin which are commercial compounds. The routes of functionalization of 

aldehyde groups are according to a similar method as previously published.43-45 For the 

synthesis of PTD-NN, PTD-IN, as the scheme 4-1 of synthesis route shown above, the first 

step is dibromination of phenothiazine on 2 and 7 positions. The adding process of N-

bromosuccinimide should be very carefully dropwise. The quantity of N-bromosuccinimide 

should be also controlled (the ratio to phenothiazine is 2 : 1) precisely to eliminate some other 

bromination byproducts of phenothiazine (the dots of mono-bromination byproduct to tri-
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bromination byproduct on TLC board stay so close that is hard to separate). Compound 2,7-

dibromo-10H-phenothiazine  1 which is green solid was acquired with the yield of 50% — 

55%. 

The second step of synthesizing 2,7-dithien-2-yl-10H-phenothiazine 2 from the 

compound 1 is using Suzuki coupling with 2-thienylboronic acid. The product 2 is yellow 

solid with metal-like gloss after purification, and the final yield of double thiophene 

substitution is around 70%. The third step 2,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)-10-(benzaldehyde-4-

yl)phenothiazine 3, where an aldehyde group was introduced to compound 2, is the most 

important reaction to prepare stable radical precursor among the whole synthesis route. The 

secondary amine which belongs to phenothiazine was coupled with the boronic acid group by 

following Chan-lam coupling reaction.46,47 The same quantity of tetramethylethylenediamine 

(TMEDA) to copper nitrate was employed as a ligand for Cu ions. The complex ligand and 

metal ions could notably increase the reaction yield. In addition, air bubbling is necessary 

during the coupling reaction, due to the promotion effect of oxygen. The NMR spectrum of 

the new precursor (figure 4-2) is shown below. The proton labeled "a" in figure clearly 

attribute to aldehyde group with the peak position at 10.0 ppm. The ratio of integral of the 

proton "a" and the different protons belong to aromatic positions is about 1 : 16. The positions 

of all the protons belong to compound 3 are labeled clearly on the right top (magnification of 

spectrum from 7 ppm to 8 ppm) of the figure, and every ratio of aromatic protons to proton 

"a" is around ratio 2 : 1. In addition the calculated MW = 467.1; FD. Mass: 467.7. (the detail 

positions of 1H NMR are described in chapter 6)  

The synthesis of 2,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)-10-(benzimidazolidine-4-yl)phenothiazine 4 is 

an annelation reaction to form an intermediate structure N,N′-dihydroxyimidazolidines. The 

condensation reaction of aldehyde precursor 3 with 2,3-diamino-N,N’-dihydroxy-2,3-

dimethylbutane (BHA) according to a similar procedure was realized in absolute dry 

toluene, which was degassed by argon bubbling before. Then the reaction mixture was 

heated to 90 оС and stirred for 36 h. The color of mixture turned to orange. The mixture 

was washed by MeOH for two times, and the solvent was evaporated. The product does not 

need further purification and directly used for next step. 

The synthesis of radical structure PDTN-NN 5 and PDTN-IN 6 were performed 

through oxidation of 4 with sodium periodate as oxidizing agent in a two-phase solvent 

mixture of water and DCM, in ice bath with the temperature 0 оС. After 1 hour oxidation 

reaction, 5 and 6 were simultaneously acquired in the reaction. The reason is over oxidation 
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of 5 with sodium periodate would lead to the formation of 6. So the reaction time is a key 

factor of this oxidation process. The longer time it takes, the more compound 6 obtained. The 

two products have different value of rf on TLC board. 5 has a smaller rf value and moved 

slower than 6 on TLC board. In addition the apparent color of 5, which is green, and 6, which 

is orange, also have a big difference that could easily be distinguished on the TLC board. The 

mixture products were separated by column chromatography providing a MS-FD MW= 

594.1 g/mol fully consistent with the calculated mass for PDTN-NN. And partially over 

oxidized product PDTN-IN could also be isolated by column chromatography providing a 

mass of MS-FD MW= 577.9 g/mol. The products were also confirmed by UV-Vis 

absorption spectroscopy and EPR measurements. 

The last step of formation of cation-radical diradicals PTD-NN 7 and PTD-IN 8 were 

performed by adding oxidant SbCl5 to the solution of 5 and 6 respectively. The solution colors 

of both were changed to red. The whole reaction processes were monitored by UV-Vis 

absorption measurement and EPR measurements. 

 

 

Figure 4-2. 1H NMR  spectrum (250.0 MHz) of 3 in CD2Cl2 at room temperature 
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For the synthesis of POD-NN 13, POD-IN 14, as the scheme 4-2 of synthesis route 

shown below, the most of steps are similar with the synthesis of 7 and 8, which discussed 

above. The differences are the starting compound is phenoxazin, rather than 2,7-dithien-2-yl-

10H-phenothiazine 2, and the colors of PO-NN, PO-IN are light blue and orange respectively. 

 

Scheme 4-2. Synthesis of mono-radical PO-NN, PO-IN and cation-radical diradicals POD-NN, POD-

IN 

For comparison with cation-radical diradicals, one stable radical with NN structure 

and two precursors which can be oxidized to cation radicals were synthesized, as shown in 

scheme 4-3. The same method Chan-lam coupling reaction was used to synthesize PTP 15 

and PDTN 16 from phenothiazine and dithiophen-phenothiazine, respectively. The cation 

radical PTPC 17 and PDTC 18 were oxidized by SbCl5 in the solution of DCM with the same 

procedure as 7 and 8. A nitronyl nitroxide radical connected with bromobenzene, BP-NN 20 

was synthesized for comparison. MS-FD and EPR measurements were used for structure 

characterization. 
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Scheme 4-3. Synthesis of mono-cation radical PTPC, PDTC and bromobenzene-NN 

 

4.3. Optical Properties 

4.3.1. UV-Vis Absorption Spectra of Radicals with Phenothiazine and Phenoxazin 

 The UV-Vis absorption measurements can provide not only clear characteristic 

absorptions of NN and IN radical, but also the calculation of energy of transition between 

SOMO and LUMO from absorption band. For our NN and IN functionalized with 

phenothiazine, the characteristic absorptions are shown in figure 4-3 (a). There are two 

distinctive districts on each absorption band. The absorption peaks between 330 nm to 450 nm 

originate from the p-p* transition of the substituted dithiophene-phenothiazine-imidazolidine. 

The other region of absorption peaks which are between 460 nm to 700 nm belong to the n-p* 

transition of two different radical nitronyl nitroxide and imino nitroxide respectively. So this 

absorption region is the main characteristic absorptions to distinguish NN and IN. for PDTN-

NN, the main absorption of NN (originate from aminoxyl moieties) is from 580 nm to 700 nm, 

and the maximum peak is 640 nm, while a NN moiety (without other functional groups) has a 

maximum absorption around 610 nm  620 nm. This difference is attributed to the influence 
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of dithiophene-phenothiazine groups. The electron donor groups, which have the ability for 

pushing electron, made the SOMO of molecule higher. It would shrink the energy gap 

between SOMO and LUMO of NN group. So this is also the reason of the PDTN-NN’ color 

is green, while a NN group with phenyl is blue. The characteristic absorption of PDTN-IN 

originated from aminoxyl moiety (orange color) is around 470 nm to 520 nm. The maximum 

absorption is around 480 nm. 

The same principle was used to interpret UV-Vis absorption spectra of PO-NN and 

PO-IN, as shown in figure 4-3 (b). We could clearly distinguish the different absorptions of p-

p* transition region which belong to phenoxazin and phenothiazine. The interactions of the 

two conjugated donor structures also have different influence on the nitroxide radicals which 

they connected to, especially to NN radical. The characteristic absorptions of radicals to PO-

NN are from 550 nm to 700 nm, and the maximum peaks are 590 nm and 625 nm. This also 

indicates that the electron donor ability of dithiophene-phenothiazine is stronger than 

phenoxazin group. The difference on structure led the apparent color of PO-NN to light blue. 

The characteristic absorption of PO-IN which also originated from aminoxyl moiety is from 

460 nm to 520 nm. The maximum absorption is around 480 nm. 
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Figure 4-3. a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of PDTN-NN 5 and PDTN-IN 6 recorded in DCM 

solutions at room temperature. Inset: amplification of optical absorption spectra in the visible range 

from 400 nm to 800 nm. b) UV-Vis absorption spectra of PO-NN 11 and PO-IN 12 recorded in DCM 

at rt. Inset: amplification of optical absorption spectra in the visible range from 400 nm to 800 nm. 

4.3.2. UV-Vis Absorption of Redox Stimuli Responsive Process and Cation Radicals 

 In order to investigate the whole process of the oxidation from mono nitroxide radicals 

to intermediate states, then to over oxidized radicals, we utilize UV-Vis absorption 

measurement to monitor the titration of the four structures (PDTN-NN, PDTNIN, PO-NN and 

PO-IN) with oxidant SbCl5 in DCM by series ratios from 0.01 eq to 50 eq. The contentrations 

of substrates are 1.0 × 10-5. (guarantee the total concentration of solutions are the same during 

the whole titration process) We got whole process change of UV-Vis absorption spectra of 

four molecules oxidation, as shown in figure 4-4 to 4-7 respectively below. The apparent 

color of the four sample solutions changed to pink no matter from green, orange or light blue 

of starting compounds. Then the color of samples continuously changed to red until the final 

dark red. All the characteristic absorptions belong to the four structures gradually changed 

during the series of oxidative titration. 

 Figure 4-4 (a) shows the spectrum change of whole titration process of PDTN-NN. 

Two main districts were detected characteristic absorptions enhancement, one is around 310 

nm  350 nm (the maximum absorption at 315 nm) and the other is around 450 nm  580 nm 

(the maximum absorption at 555 nm), during the whole process of adding oxidant SbCl5.  
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Figure 4-4. a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of the whole titration process of PDTN-NN by 

adding different ratios of oxidants SbCl5 recorded in DCM at rt. b) Amplification of optical absorption 

spectra in the visible range from 400 nm to 800 nm.  
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Figure 4-5. a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of the whole titration process of PDTN-IN by 

adding different ratios of oxidants SbCl5 recorded in DCM at rt. b) Amplification of optical absorption 

spectra in the range from 300 nm to 500 nm. 
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Figure 4-6. a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of the whole titration process of PO-NN by adding 

different ratios of oxidants SbCl5 recorded in DCM at rt. b) Amplification of optical absorption spectra 

in the range from 400 nm to 1000 nm. 
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Figure 4-7. a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of the whole titration process of PO-IN by adding 

different ratios of oxidants SbCl5 recorded in DCM at rt. b) Amplification of optical absorption spectra 

in the range from 320 nm to 1000 nm. 

Figure 4-4 (b) can exactly prove the existence of NN groups in the condition of 1 oxidant 

equivalent. That means new structure formed during the electron transfer in the oxidation 

process, but the nitronyl nitroxide group is still stable under this situation. As the oxidation 

proceed to around the ratio of SbCl5 to 5 eq, the absorption between 360 nm  380 nm which 

belongs to imidazolidine (the maximum absorption at 370 nm) suddenly disappeared. Another 

characteristic absorption attributed to NN (originate from aminoxyl moieties from 580 nm to 

670 nm, and the maximum peak is 640 nm,) is also changed at the same condition. The 

change of absorptions indicate that as the gradually increasing ability of oxidation to critical 

point, NN radical group could not bear the high concentration of SbCl5 further, and was 

oxidized gradually as in CV experiments. These two characteristics can directly prove the 

nitronyl nitroxide radical was decomposed. The absorptions of new formed structure in the 

former stage continuously increase, till to a specific point (maximum value). The whole trend 

of absorption transition elucidate that the new formed structure started from the beginning of 

oxidation, and ended short before terminal point. But the decomposition of NN group started 

after the formation of large quantity of PTD-NN. 

 The general oxidation process and the critical point of structure transition of PDTN-IN, 

PO-NN and PO-IN are similar to PDTN-NN. Only the peak positions of absorptions have a 

little bit difference. For the case of PDTN-IN in oxidative titration experiment, as shown in 

figure 4-5, the spectra presented two regions of characteristic absorptions enhancement: one is 

around 310 nm  355 nm (the maximum absorption at 320 nm), the other region is the same 

with PDTN-NN around 450 nm  580 nm (the maximum absorption at 555 nm). As the 

oxidation proceed to around the ratio of SbCl5 to 5 eq, the absorptions between 350 nm  400 

nm which belong to imidazolidine (the maximum absorption at 370 nm) and characteristic 

absorption peak of IN aminoxyl moiety (480 nm) suddenly disappeared. These phenomena 

indicate the imino nitroxide radical was decomposed at this oxidation condition. For the case 

of PO-NN as shown in figure 4-6, two districts of absorptions increase, one is around 400 nm 

 430 nm (the maximum absorption at 415 nm) and the other region is around 460 nm  590 

nm (the maximum absorption at 545 nm), during the whole process of adding oxidant SbCl5. 

As the oxidation proceed to around the ratio of SbCl5 to 5 eq, the absorptions between 320 nm 

 380 nm which belongs to imidazolidine (the maximum absorption at 370 nm) and 
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characteristic absorption to NN aminoxyl moieties (580 nm  620 nm) were gradually 

reduced. These decreases of absorptions indicate the NN radical was oxidized in the period of 

oxidation contition. For the case of PO-IN as shown in figure 4-7. two districts of absorptions 

increase, one is around 350 nm  425 nm (the maximum absorption at 385 nm) and the other 

region is around 480 nm  590 nm (the maximum absorption at 545 nm), during the whole 

process of adding oxidant SbCl5. As the oxidation proceed to around the ratio of SbCl5 to 5 eq, 

the absorptions between 300 nm  345 nm which belongs to imidazolidine (the maximum 

absorption at 315 nm) and characteristic absorption peak to IN aminoxyl moiety (470 nm  

520 nm) were gradually reduced. These decreases of absorptions indicate the IN radical was 

decomposed at this oxidation condition. 

 

4.4. Cyclic Voltammetry Measurements 

In order to investigate the electrochemical properties and the oxidation process of the 

four new molecules PDTN-NN, PDTNIN, PO-NN and PO-IN with PTP, PDTN and BP-NN 

for comparison, Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) measurements were carried out. The CV 

experiments were performed by using a three-electrode cell in CH2Cl2 solution of 

tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (n-C4H9)4NPF6 (0.1 M) with a scan rate of 100 mV/s at 

room temperature. Three electrodes, which are platinum (Pt) electrode, silver (Ag) electrode, 

and glassy carbon electrode, respectively were used as the counter electrode, reference 

electrode, and the working electrode. Ferrocene which has a formal potential at 0.46 V in 

DCM with (n-C4H9)4NPF6 (0.1 M) was used as an internal standard, and the difference 

between experimental value of oxidation potential and 0.46 V should be deducted from 

spectra. All the final CV curves reported in this part were calibrated by Fc/Fc+ couple at 0.46 

V with the experimental potential value of Fc/Fc+, and the experimental value of potentials 

(E1/2, half wave potential, the central point between the maximum point and minimum point) 

were against with Ag/AgCl (0 V). 

For a general case of mono nitronyl nitroxide radical, there is only one oxidation and 

reduction peak in CV measurements. When an electron is lost in oxidation cycle, the NN 

moiety became oxoammonium cation moiety without unpaired electron anymore. While an 

electron acquired in reduction cycle, the NN moiety became aminoxy anion moiety and also 

without unpaired electron. Both of the processes are reversible in CV measurement condition. 

Imino nitroxide radical has a similar reduction cycle as NN moiety, while the oxidation cycle 
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of IN is non-reversible cycle, and about 0.32 V higher than the oxidation potential of NN, 

without a complete oxidation cycle peak. When nitroxide radical is connected with other 

conjugated structures which could be oxidized to cation radical, the CV spectrum becomes 

complicated. We took PDTN-NN structure as predicted sample, shown in scheme 4-4. The 

reduction process has no difference to mono NN radical while the oxidation has three steps 

which mean three oxidation potential peaks in the CV spectrum, as shown in figure 4-8 (a) the 

green spectrum. The first oxidation peak occurred at Eoxi-1 = 0.78 V which means one electron 

is lost at tertiary amino, meanwhile a new nitrogen cation radical formed. The whole molecule 

PDTN-NN became a cation diradical (PTD-NN). The next oxidation with the potential at Eoxi-

2 = 0.93 V led the NN group lose an electron and change to oxoammonium cation. The whole 

molecule PTD-NN changed to mono cation radical. The third oxidation peak which Eoxi-1 = 

1.37 V led the molecule change to dication without any unpaired electron on the molecule 

skeleton. Actually the oxidation potential of phenothiazine labeled "1" is smaller than the 

oxidation potential of NN and IN labeled "2". This oxidation sequence gives precondition to 

get cation diradical. 

 

Scheme 4-4. The electron transfer among four redox states in CV measuremnts 

 We also measured the CV of PDTN-IN, as shown in figure 4-8 (a) the orange 

spectrum. The positions of first and the third peaks which labeled "1" and "3" are nearly same 

with PDTN-NN. The potential of second peak which labeled "2" increased to Eoxi-2 = 1.25 V. 
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This is because of the higher oxidation potential of IN. The CV spectra of PO-NN and PO-IN 

are shown in figure 4-8 (b). The potential of first and second oxidation peaks which labeled 

"1" and "2" are also shown in table 4-1. The reason for the two structures that do not have 

third peak in the spectra is that the second electron-oxidation potential of phenoxazin is more 

than Eoxi = 1.9 V which exceed the range of measurement.  

Figure 4-8. The cyclic voltammetry curves (the oxidation part) of a) PDTN-NN, PDTN-IN, 

and b) PO-NN, PO-IN recorded in DCM at rt, respectively. (Bu4NPF6, 0.1 M, the scan rate is 100 

mV/s) 
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Figure 4-9. The cyclic voltammetry curves (the oxidation part) of PTP, PDTN, and BP-NN 

recorded in DCM at rt, respectively. (Bu4NPF6, 0.1 M, the scan rate is 100 mV/s) 

Table 4-1. The different oxidation potentials of the chemicals which mentioned in figure 4-8 

and 4-9. (Every oxidation potentials correspond to an E1/2 of oxidation peak in CV curves.) 

Potential  

[V] 
PTP PDTN BP-NN 

PDTN-

NN 
PDTN-IN PO-NN PO-IN 

EOxi-1 0.63 0.61 0.91 0.78  0.68 0.77 0.62 

EOxi-2 1.42 1.25 — 0.93 1.25 0.91 1.23 

EOxi-3 — — — 1.37 1.28 — — 

 

 Figure 4-9 shows some contrast samples PTP, PDTN and BP-NN with all over 

oxidation potential values were also shown in table 4-1. The oxidation potential labeled "1" is 

attributed to the first electron loss from tertiary amino of phenothiazine which became a 

cation radical. The other oxidation potential labeled "2" is attributed to the second electron 

from the same nitrogen of phenothiazine which then became dication. The values EOxi-1 and 

EOxi-2 of PTP are larger than the values of PDTN showing an electron donor ability from 

thiophene which make the structure PDTN easier to oxidize.  
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Figure 4-10. The first oxidation and reduction of cyclic voltammetry curves of PDTN-NN and 

PDTN-IN recorded in DCM at rt, respectively. (Bu4NPF6, 0.1 M, the scan rate is 100 mV/s) 

We checked the CV of PDTN-NN and PDTN-IN with full cycle of oxidation and 

reduction. The first oxidation potential peak and first reduction potential peak were 

carried out from figure 4-10 for calculating SOMO, LUMO energy levels and energy 

gap between them by following the equations (a) and (b) listed in table 4-2. 

ESOMO = -(EOx-1 - E
(1/2)

Fc/Fc +4.8) eV                       (a)  

ELUMO = -(ERed-1 - E
(1/2)

Fc/Fc +4.8) eV                      (b)  

Table 4-2. The optical and electrochemical energy levels of PDTN-NN and PDTN-IN 

 

EOx, V ERed, V ESOMO, eV ELUMO, eV ΔEg, eV Eopt, eV 

PDTN-

NN 
0.78 -0.80 -5.12 -3.54 1.58 1.61 

PDTN-IN 0.80 -0.75 -5.14 -3.59 1.55 2.14 

 

4.5. EPR Measurements and Properties 

 EPR measurement is an important and direct method to investigate the radicals or 

cation radicals and to characterize newly formed radicals in the oxidation process. By 

analysing Zeeman splitting, hyperfine splitting, zero field splitting and also the comparison 

between the experimental spectra and simulation EPR spectra, the radical and spin properties 

could be interpret from the patterns, numbers, positions and the relative intensity of EPR 

peaks. 
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4.5.1. EPR Spectra of Control Radicals and the Oxidation Process 

 Figure 4-11 present the EPR spectra of pure BP-NN and the oxidation process with 

different ratio of oxidant SbCl5 in DCM, (the ratio of BP-NN to SbCl5 are 1 : 1, 1 : 2 and 1 : 

4). The spectrum shows a clear mono-nitronyl nitroxide with five lines patterns signals (g 

factor is 2.0070) on the left top of figure 4-11. There are no difference of EPR spectra 

between the pure BP-NN sample and the oxidation sample with the SbCl5 ratio 1 : 1 and 1 : 2. 

That means the radical NN is stable at least in the oxidation condition of 2 eq SbCl5. But 

contrast sample mono-NN was nearly all decomposed at the oxidation condition of 4 eq SbCl5. 

The signal peak almost disappeared which indicate the unpaired electron in NN moiety has 

been destroyed, as shown in the spectrum right bottom of figure 4-11. 

 

Figure 4-11. X-band EPR spectra of BP-NN with different ratios of oxidant SbCl5 in DCM 

(c~10-4 M) at rt. 
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Figure 4-12. X-band EPR spectra of PTP, PDTN and the oxidized cation radical PTPC and 

PDTC in DCM (c~10-4 M) at rt (the oxidant is SbCl5). 

Figure 4-12 presents the EPR spectra of neutral close shell molecule PTP and PDTN 

in left two spectra, while another two spectra of oxidized state are shown in the right. The 

three lines pattern signal indicates the spin bearing nitrogen which means that the cation 

radicals (PTPC and PDTC with the g factor 2.0052 and aN ≈ 6.74) were formed in the two 

cases during the oxidation.  

4.5.2. EPR Spectra of Redox Stimuli Responsive Process 

 Figure 4-13 shows representative spectra for every oxidation stage about the four 

radical molecules PDTN-NN, PDTNIN, PO-NN and PO-IN during the whole oxidation 

process. The first column of EPR spectra are the starting compounds, while the second 

column present one oxidation stage situation of mixture state for every sample. The last 

column of EPR spectra show the over oxidized state of every sample which only nitrogen 

cation radical spin center left in structures. Due to the newly formed cation diradical 

molecules in the process of oxidation, actually the mixed state can be divided into three 

stages with different components of radical species. The first stage is the mixture of 

new formed cation diradical and the starting neutral radical. Let’s take PDTN-NN 

sample as an example. The newly formed cation diradical PTD-NN should be 7 line pattern 

(in simulated EPR spectrum) which mixed with 5 line-pattern signal of NN would give a 9 
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line-like pattern signal on EPR experimental spectrum. This indicates the sample is composed 

of mixture of PDTN-NN and PTD-NN. The second stage of the mixture state is composed of 

three molecules PDTN-NN, PTD-NN and over oxidized compound (nitrogen cation radical). 

This is due to some quantity of NN moiety remains, which coupled with the appearance of 

over oxidized compound. And the third stage of mixture is composed of PTD-NN and over 

oxidized compound. Depending on the data and analysis of UV-Vis Absorption, CV and EPR, 

all the four oxidation stimuli responsive molecules have radical structures change and spin 

switch for several times in the oxidation process. The g factor of spectra for every situation 

are listed in table 4-3. 

  We made a detailed titration experiment of PDTN-NN for EPR measurement with a 

series ratio of oxidant SbCl5. Some special point of oxidation titration as representative of 

different oxidation states were chosen and listed in figure 4-14. The line pattern of spectrum  

changed from 5 lines gradually to around 9 lines, due to the plus of 5 lines signal and the  

formation of cation diradical which is 7 lines pattern signal (the nuclear spin angular 

momentum I=1 for 14N). As the oxidation proceeds, the spectrum of 9 lines pattern 

gradually change to 3 lines pattern (typical mono-nitrogen cation radical). The reason is more 

and more NN radicals were over oxidized from a specific point of oxidation potential, which 

is controlled by the quantity of SbCl5. We also did reduction experiments which are contrary 

to oxidation titration with the reductant Zn to check the stimuli responsive process is 

reversible. The system could be reduced back to PDTN-NN with 5 lines EPR signal pattern 

before the point of ratio with 2 eq oxidant. Although the radical system is not reversible in 

whole process, but before the formation of over oxidized compound (nitrogen cation radical), 

the mixture of PDTN-NN and PTD-NN could be reversibly reduced back to pure PDTN-NN 

radical. The mono nitrogen cation radical which is over oxidized could not be reduced to 

PDTN-NN radical. 
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Figure 4-13. EPR spectra curves of PDTN-NN, PDTNIN, PO-NN and PO-IN with different oxidation 

states (representative EPR spectra curves which contain biradical features were chosed for mixture 

state) in DCM (c~10-4 M) at rt. 

 

 

Table 4-3. The corresponding g factor of PDTN-NN, PDTNIN, PO-NN and PO-IN in different 

oxidation states. (The g factors of four new cation diradical were calculated from the following EPR 

spectra analysis.) 

g factor start compound mixture state over oxidized cation diradical 

PDTN-NN 2.0071 2.0067 2.0053 2.0063 

PDTN-IN 2.0064 2.0062 2.0052 2.0059 

PO-NN 2.0071 2.0064 2.0034 2.0056 

PO-IN 2.0063 2.0058 2.0035 2.0052 
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Figure 4-14. X-band EPR spectra of PDTN-NN with different ratios of oxidant SbCl5 (during the 

titration of oxidation process) in DCM (c~10-4 M) at rt. 

4.5.3. Fitting of Simulated EPR with New Signal Pattern of Experimental EPR Spectra 

We simulated the EPR spectra of starting compound of PDTN-NN and its over 

oxidized state, as shown in figure 4-15 (a), (b). They both perfectly fitted to the 

experimental data which show above. We chose an EPR spectrum of mixed state at the 

ratio of oxidant to starting compound equals 2 : 1, as a representative to analyze the 

intermediate cation-radical diradical species. It has a nine lines pattern signal. We plus 

EPR spectra of two pure states (starting state and over oxidized state) with proportion 

of 1 : 1, and obtain a new spectrum which is show in figure 4-15 (c). It completely 

doesn’t fit the experimental spectrum of mixted state, no matter the number of peak 

splitting and the position (gauss value) of the signal. So it must be a new signal pattern 

exist which belongs to an intermediate radical species in the mixed state during the 

process of oxidation. We simulated a diradical species (PTD-NN) with g factor 2.0063 

and septet splitting peaks with (aN1 = 3.76, aN2 = 3.25), as shown in figure 4-15 (d). 

This simulated spectrum would be checked whether it fitted the experimental spectrum 

of intermediate radical species PTD-NN we expected.  
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Figure 4-15. The simulation EPR spectra of (a) PDTN-NN, (b) the over oxidized state, (c) the mixture 

of (a) and (b) with the ratio 1 : 1, (d) cation-radical diradical PTD-NN. 

We made comparison of experimental spectra with different stages of mixture 

states (the deduced spectrum was obtained by the subtraction of PDTN-NN spectrum 

or the spectrum of over oxidized state from the spectrum of mixed state). Seven lines 

pattern and the relative positions of each splitting peaks are fitted the simulation 

spectrum of PTD-NN. The comparisons is shown in figure 4-16 and figure 4-17. It 

provided a convincing EPR proofs that cation-radical diradical species existed during 

the oxidation process. The figure 4-16 shows the first stage of mixture in the oxidation 

process with the situation of oxidant SbCl5 at left and oxidant AgSbF6 at right, 

respectively. The figure 4-17 left shows the spectra of second stage of mixture with the 

components of PDTN-NN, PTD-NN, over oxidized monocation radical and the 

comparison consequence of experimental PTD-NN spectrum to simulated diradical 

species, while the right shows the spectra of third stage of mixture with the 

components of PTD-NN, over oxidized monocation radical and the comparison 

consequence.  
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Figure 4-16. EPR spectra and the analysis of the first mixture state for PDTN-NN by the situation of 

oxidant SbCl5 (left), and the situation of oxidant AgSbF6 (right).  
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Figure 4-17. EPR spectra and the analysis of the second mixture state for PDTN-NN (left), the third 

mixture state for PDTN-NN (right). 

4.5.4. EPR Spectra of Bidirectional Oxidation-Reduction Process (Reversibly Stimuli 

Responsive System) 

 We checked the redox stimuli responsive radical system by two oxidant SbCl5 

AgSbF6 and one reducer Zn powder. The figure 4-18 shows a circular transform of 

redox process by oxidation and reduction. The signal pattern of EPR spectrum 

switched from PDTN-NN quintet peaks pattern to a nine lines signal pattern of mixed 

state which contains cation diradical PTD-NN with septet splitting peaks signal, and 

then switched back to pure PDTN-NN with quintet peaks pattern. In addition, the color 

also reversibly changed from green to red corresponding with each states. Then it 

returns to green fulfilling with a complete cycle. So depending on the EPR spectra of 
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bidirectional switch, we can draw a conclusion that the transform of redox stimuli 

responsive radical system is a reversible and repeatable process. 

 

Figure 4-18. The EPR spectra of reversible transition of bidirectional oxidation-reduction 

process for PDTN-NN. 

4.6 DFT Calculations of Redox Stimuli Responsive System (Spin Distribution and Orbital 

Energy Level) 

  DFT (density functional theory) Gaussian 09W was used to calculate the spin density 

distribution for PDTN-NN and PO-NN with three different redox states which means three 

different radical species, and the orbitals energy levels for PDTN-NN case through the 

condition of method (Optimization Plus Frequency) and the basis set UBLYP/6-31G(d). The 

front view and side view of spin density distribution corresponding to the three different 

radical species of PDTN-NN and PO-NN, respectively, are shown in figure 4-19, 4-20. We 

observed that the spin distributions of PDTN-NN and PO-NN concentrate at the range of NN 

group, while the the spin distributions of PTD-NN and POD-NN delocalized in whole 

molecules. The spin distributions of over oxidized states concentrate at the range of 

phenothiazine group and phenoxazine group. The changes of spin distribution by the electron 

transfer in redox reactions analogy to the streaming of spin distribution flowed on the 

molecular backbone on redox stimuli conditions. In addition, the broken symmetry method 

was used to calculate the energy of singlet state and triplet state and value of interaction 
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coupling constants (J = ΔEBS-T) of cation diradicals species. For the case of PTD-NN, the 

results of singlet is HF=-2625.463149|S2=0.937689|S2-1=0.|S2A=0.000051| and the triplet is 

HF=-2625.4684608|S2=2.020318|S2-1=0.|S2A=2.000117|. The interaction coupling constants 

of PTD-NN J = 1168,596 cm-1. For the case of POD-NN, the results of singlet is HF=-

1199.0315485|S2=2.020864|S2-1=0.|S2A=2.000122| and the triplet is HF=-

1199.0330987|S2=0.855647|S2-1=0.|S2A=0.00007|. The interaction coupling constants of 

POD-NN J = 340.22957 cm-1. The positive value of interaction coupling constants means 

both of the two cation diradicals own intramolecular ferromagnetic coupling interactions. 

 

Figure 4-19. The spin density distribution of PDTN-NN among different states (neutral 

monoradicals, cation-radical diradicals and over oxidized dication monoradicals) calculated by DFT 

(Gaussian 09 W). 
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Figure 4-20. The spin density distribution of PO-NN among different states (neutral 

monoradicals, cation-radical diradicals and over oxidized dication monoradicals) calculated by DFT 

(Gaussian 09 W). 

Figure 4-21 shows the SOMO and HOMO energy levels and electrons distributions for 

different oxidation states of PDTN-NN, including the orbitals energy levels of two structure 

components phenyl-NN and dithiophen-phenothiazine. We could clearly observe that the 

energy of α electron on SOMO, the β and α electrons on HOMO-1 of PDTN-NN are -0.1811 

Hartrees, -0.1811 Hartrees and -0.2129 Hartrees, repectively. It means the next electron lost 

(oxidation) would happen on the β electron on HOMO-1. So the one electron transferred 

structure PTD-NN possess a intramolecular ferromagnetic coupling interaction, as the two 

unpaired electrons (α) occupied in SOMO and SOMO-1 respectively shown. The streaming of 

spin distributions transferred through whole molecule backbone. 
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Figure 4-21. The SOMO, HOMO energy levels and electrons distributions for different 

oxidation states of PDTN-NN combining phenyl-NN and dithiophen-phenothiazine. 

 

4.7. Conclusions 

 We successfully synthesized four nitroxide radical species PDTN-NN, PDTNIN, PO-

NN and PO-IN that contain electron donor groups phenothiazine or phenoxazine. They are 

new precursors which can be oxidized to cation-radical diradical species. It provides the 

possibility to use redox stimuli conditions to switch the spin species or spin properties. UV, 

CV and EPR spectroscopic methods were used to analyze and characterize the oxidation 

process. Several different spin species were detected during the different corresponding 

oxidation states. One of the most important target, the intermediate cation-radical diradical 

species were found and verified. The diradicals were also confirmed to have intramolecular 

ferromagnetic coupling interactions (owns triplet ground state). The flow of spin distribution 

streaming throughout the whole molecule was clearly displayed by DFT calculations of spin 

density distribution. In addition, the redox stimuli-responsive process of spin species is 

testified to be reversibly and repeatable. These characteristics of spin systems would have 

prosperous potentials in application of spintronics.  
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Chapter 5 Photo Induced Spin Responsive Systems Studied 

by EPR 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we study the process of photo induced activated radical or spin species 

where EPR measurements were used to characterize and analyze the newly formed radical or 

spin species in miscellaneous photo-active systems1,2. Four photo induced reactions that 

contain radical intermediate species during the process of reactions are mentioned in major, 

namely photo oxidation3, [2 + 2] cycloaddition reactions about styrene derivatives4, α-

alkylation of aldehyde derivatives5 and cycloaddition of diphenylphosphine oxide and alkynes 

derivatives6. The works were cooperated with Kai Zhang’s research group in Mainz. By the 

analysis of EPR spectra, the different intensities, g factors and the hyperfine splitting patterns 

of signals, we could investigate the detailed structure of the radical intermediates and get to 

know in which stage in reaction the radical species are formed. The mechanisms of photo 

induced reactions are triggered by radical intermediate species, i.e. radical mechanism7,8. 

5.2 Photo Induced Radical or Spin Species Activated Systems in Photocatalysis Reaction 

 Photo induced intermediate species such as radicals were considered as the most 

plausible mechanism in many photochemical catalysis reactions. The radicals or some other 

intermediate species which were produced with the interaction of photocatalyst in photo 

illumination can activate the reaction proceeding, which could not be carried forward in 

illumination without photocatalyst. The radical trap adducts give EPR a possibility to "catch" 

and measure it.9 So EPR is an excellent and convenient method to investigate photo induced 

reactions for radical mechanism. Due to the instability and the short life time of most 

intermediate radical species, some are low to several nano second, it is hard to find the radical 

signal if we directly check or monitor the reaction by EPR measurement. So radical traps like 

2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (TEMP), N-tert-butyl-σ-phenylnitrone (PBN) and 5,5-dimethyl-

pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO) were used to capture intermediate radical species and provide a 

better proof for the existence of radical species.10,11 The principle is that the radical trap would 

react with the unstable intermediate radical species and quickly form a new radical species 

during the photochemical reactions. The new formed radical is much more stable and have 

much longer life time than the first formed radicals which were quickly quenched. EPR 

measurements and the analysis method of EPR spectra were applied to investigate following 
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four photo induced reaction systems. The main goals are to verify the most plausible 

mechanism and interpret some structure information about intermediate radical species. 

 Molecular O2 is at triplet state (3𝛴𝑔
−) in general surroundings because of the unique 

properties of ground triplet state.12 There are two unpaired electrons on two anti-bonding 

orbitals (2p𝜋𝑥
∗  , 2p𝜋𝑦

∗ ) respectively with the same spin direction in every gas molecule of 

oxygen, as shown in figure 5-1. There also another two singlet states (1𝛥𝑔 , 1𝛴𝑔
+) of oxygen 

molecule, which are also called first excited state and second excited state respectively, have 

higher energy with 92.0 kJ/mol and 154.8 kJ/mol more than triplet state.13,14 The quantum 

spin of the two singlet states of oxygen are both zero and it is kinetically unstable at ambient 

temperature. The difference between 1 𝛥𝑔 ,  1 𝛴𝑔
+  of oxygen molecule is the different 

arrangements of two valence electron on 2p𝜋𝑥
∗  , 2p𝜋𝑦

∗ . For 1𝛥𝑔 , the two electron paired with 

opposite directions on one anti-bonding orbital 2p𝜋𝑥
∗ , while the two electron of 1𝛴𝑔

+  are 

distributed on two anti-bonding orbitals 2p𝜋𝑥
∗  , 2p𝜋𝑦

∗  also with opposite spin directions. 

 

Figure 5-1. Illustration of distribution of orbitals and electrons for different states of oxygen and the 

transitions of them 

The transition between singlet and triplet oxygen (the two quantum states) is forbidden, 

because of the spin selection rule ΔS = 0 and the parity (Laporte) rule that g-g transitions are 

forbidden. That means triplet oxygen molecule could not directly transform to either of two 

singlet oxygen molecule by direct absorption of light energy. But the transition can be 

achieved by the activation of photocatalyst under illumination. Some specific photocatalyst 
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can be excited by light and interact with triplet oxygen. Thereby the oxygen molecule would 

be excited to singlet oxygen molecule, while the photocatalyst lose the energy and relax back 

to the ground state. 

5.2.1 Radical and Spin Analysis of Photo Induced Reaction through Hydrophobic-

Hydrophilic Switchable Photocatalyst 

 For this part, we discuss a switchable hydrophilicity of conjugated polymer 

photocatalyst which can be triggered by carbon dioxide. The work was cooperated with 

Jeehye Byun in Mainz. The polymer (PF-BT) was copolymerized with monomer fluorene and 

monomer benzothiadiazole. Every fluorene monomer was functionalized with two tertiary 

amines groups. Carbon dioxide can change the solubility of the polymer photocatalyst from 

hydrophobic to hydrophilic by reversible combination with tertiary amine terminal in every 

units as shown in scheme 5-1. Quaternary amine salts were gradually formed (PF-BT-CO2) 

when the mixture of polymer and water was under CO2 bubbling. At first the polymercatalyst 

is not soluble in water, but then gradually dissolved in water after more and more quaternary 

amine salts which are hydrophilic functional groups were formed. The catalytic activity could 

be enhanced in water. And water compatibility of photocatalyst is a crucial point for energy 

and environmental application that has been pursued intensively.  

 

Scheme 5-1. Diagrammatic sketch of structure change of PF-BT with hydrophobic-hydrophilic switch 

property through CO2 and N2 exchange  

 

Scheme 5-2. The reaction equation of singlet oxygen which was trapped by TEMP and TEMPO 

formed. 
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The photo induced reactions which interacted with the hydrophilic-hydrophobic 

switchable polymer were speculated by the activation of intermediate singlet oxygen. We 

designed a route to verify the mechanism of this photochemical reaction.  

 

Figure 5-2. EPR spectra, a) photocatalyst PF-BT-CO2 , TEMP (0.1 M), and O2. b) photocatalyst PF-

BT, TEMP (0.1 M), and O2. c) photocatalyst PF-BT and TEMP (0.1 M). d)TEMP (0.1 M) and O2 on 

the left. Simulation EPR spectrum on the right. 

We used 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (TEMP) as the radical trap which can "catch" 

the singlet oxygen (if the photocatalyst system can produce intermediate singlet oxygen) and 

transform it to a much more stable radical (TEMPO) which can be detected by EPR 

measurement, as shown in scheme 5-2. The EPR signal should split from one line pattern to 

three lines pattern by hyperfine coupling with nitrogen nucleus with spin quantum number 

(14N, I = 1) in nitroxide group. We carried out four tests which differ in the photochemical 

catalysis (PF-BT-CO2 or PF-BT) system in order to compare what are the effects due to these 

different conditions, as shown in figure 5-2. The four groups of experiments are (a) 

photocatalyst PF-BT-CO2 (1 mg/ml, which acquired from PF-BT with CO2 bubbling for 1 h at 

room temperature under stirring) was used to activate the reaction, TEMP (0.1 M), and O2. (b) 

hydrophibic photocatalyst PF-BT was used to induce the photochemical reaction, TEMP (0.1 

M), and O2 for control. (c) photocatalyst PF-BT, TEMP (0.1 M) and without O2. (d) TEMP 

(0.1 M) and O2, respectively labeled in the left picture of figure 5-2. All the four samples were 

dissolved in dry acetonitrile and were irradiated under white LED for one hour. Then all the 

samples were sealed in EPR quartz tube with the same volume in specific positions of EPR 

cavity. We observed the peaks intensities of the TEMPO is up to 1.25 × 105 (arbitrary units) 

in sample (a) with g factor 2.00623 and hyperfine splitting of nitrogen nucleus aN = 15.8 G. 

The intensity value in sample (b) is only half of the former with 5 × 104 (a. u.) with the same 

hyperfine splitting aN = 15.8 G. For conditions c) and d) no radical formation was detected. 
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The intensity of the signal peak corresponds to direct proportion of radical concentration. That 

means the photochemical reaction in condition (a) had higher efficiency of photocatalysis and 

would produce more radical intermediate than in condition (b). The right picture of figure is 

the EPR simulation of nitroxide radical in our case (it suit the EPR experimental date with the 

same splitting patterns and linewidth). 

 

Figure 5-3. Mechanism of photo reaction of catalyst PF-BT-CO2 (with radical trap TEMP). 

 

Scheme 5-3. The reaction equation of oxidation in PF-BT-CO2 photo induced reaction. 

 We conclude that the transition of oxygen molecule from ground triplet state to 

excited singlet state can be achieved by the activation of switchable hydrophilicity of 

conjugated polymer under illumination, as shown in figure 5-3. The new formed intermediate 

singlet oxygen was quickly trapped by TEMP and transformed to stable radical that can be 

detected by EPR. So the mechanism of photochemical reactions which were carried out in the 

same conditions with the existence of polymer (PF-BT-CO2 or PF-BT) and oxygen was 

proved to be an intermediate radical mechanism. For example, 2-furoic acid was carried out in 

this photochemical condition, and 5-hydroxy-2-furanone was formed. Generally, 5-hydroxy-

2(5H)-furanone was regarded to be oxidized from furoic acid only through the existence of 
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singlet oxygen in the system, while triplet oxygen could not trigger the oxidation, as shown in 

scheme 5-3. 

5.2.2 Radical and Spin Analysis of Photo Induced Reaction about [2 + 2] Cycloaddition of 

Styrene Derivatives  

 An organic conjugated hyperbranched poly-(benzothiadiazole) network was used as a 

heterogeneous photocatalyst to induce photochemical [2 + 2] cycloaddition reactions of 

various styrene derivatives. The work was cooperated with Run Li in Mainz. The 

polymercatalyst poly-(triethynylbenzen, benzothiadiazole) (PBT) was composed of repeat 

units of benzothiadiazole and triethynylbenzene, where the synthesis was previously reported. 

For this part, we used EPR measurements to investigate the mechanism and process of the 

visible light induced [2 + 2] cycloaddition reaction. As shown in scheme 5-5 and figure 5-6, 

due to the starting styrene derivatives which were interacted with PBT under visible light and 

the final compounds (derivatives of cyclobutane), which were acquired from the photo 

cycloaddition reaction, we predicted the photochemical reaction is activated by intermediate 

radical mechanism. PBN radical trap method was used to analysis the intermediate species 

that lead to initiate the [2 + 2] cycloaddition reaction. DMPO radical trap was also used to 

investigate how did the intermediate radicals in the reaction pass on or suspend. The possible 

radical structures which are trapped by PBN and DMPO are shown in the scheme 5-4. 

 

 

Scheme 5-4. Two reaction equations of trans-anethole mono cation radical which was trapped by PBN 

(upper) and superoxide radical anion which was trapped by DMPO (lower), respectively. 
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Figure 5-4. EPR spectra, a) Photocatalyst PBT (1 mg/ml), PBN (0.1 M) and trans-anethole, 0.1 M. b) 

PBN (0.1 M) and trans-anethole (0.1 M) on the left. Computer simulated EPR spectrum on the right. 

 

Figure 5-5. EPR spectra, black). photocatalyst PBT (1 mg/ml), DMPO (0.1 M) dissolved in CH3NO2 

with O2 bubbling, red). The simulation EPR spectrum (at the left bottem). Referenced EPR spectra of 

DMPO/·OOH adduct which were reported before for comparison15 (at the left top). The detailed 

analysis of EPR spectrum of DMPO radical adducts (in the right). 

Two samples were prepared to measure EPR for comparison which is shown in the 

figure 5-4 left (a) photocatalyst PBT (1 mg/ml), PBN (0.1 M) and styrene derivate (trans-

anethole, 0.1 M), (b) PBN (0.1 M) and trans-anethole (0.1 M). Both of the two samples were 

dissolved in dry CH3NO2 and were irradiated under visible light for 2 hours. Then both 

samples are sealed in EPR quartz tube with the same volume and the same position of EPR 

cavity. As anticipated by using the PBN trap, a spectrum sample (a) with 3 groups of doublet 

peaks (sextet pattern) were detected with g factor 2.0060. The intensity of signal peak is 

around 15000. The sextet signal pattern was derived from double hyperfine splitting of 

hydrogen nucleus aH = 2.5 G (from the position of α carbon of nitroxide) and triplet hyperfine 
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splitting of nitrogen nucleus aN = 14.0 G. The hydrogen nuclei from the position of β carbon 

of nitroxide are far away from the spin center, and the number of this kind of hydrogen nuclei 

is 10. So we didn’t find hyperfine splitting from these hydrogen nuclei in EPR spectrum, or 

resolved inside the spectrum. The sample (b) under the same condition as (a) only without 

photocatalyst PBT gives no signal at all in EPR measurement. That means no intermediate 

radical species existed in the sample (b) under the light illumination. The PBT networks play 

an important role which can initiate the intermediate radical in the irradiation of visible light. 

As shown in the mechanism figure 5-6, PBT was excited by visible light under these 

conditions. One electron in HOMO was excited and transfer to LUMO. The electron cavity 

(cation) formed and will trigger one electron transfer from trans-anethole. A mono cation 

radical of anethole was formed. Then it would undergo [2 + 2] cycloaddition with another 

styrene derivate molecule. The right picture of figure 5-4 is the EPR simulation of nitroxide 

radical which was trapped by PBN in our case (it suit the EPR experimental data with the 

same splitting patterns and linewidth). 

 

Figure 5-6. Mechanism of photo reaction of catalyst PBT (with radical trap PBN and DMPO). 

DMPO radical trap was used to investigate the mode of the transfer or suspension 

about the intermediate radicals after the formation of cyclobutane in [2 + 2] cycloaddition 

reaction. DMPO was known to have the ability to trap superoxide radical and hydroxyl radical, 
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as shown in the scheme 5-4. The half-life time of DMPO/·OOH (t1/2) is still very short, 

although it can be detected by EPR spectroscopy. We designed an experiment where the 

sample was composed of photocatalyst PBT (1 mg/ml), DMPO (0.1 M) dissolved in CH3NO2 

with O2 bubbling and was irradiated under visible light for 2 hours. The right spectrum of 

figure 5-5 shows very weak EPR signals with several hyperfine splitting in four groups. 

Because the DMPO trapped superoxide radical is still very unstable, the concentration of 

DMPO/·OOH in the system is too low which lead to low intensity of EPR signal. Comparing 

to the reference EPR signal pattern15 of DMPO/·OOH with the total width of 47 ~ 48 G and 

aN = 14.2 G, aβH = 11.7 G and aγH = 1.3 G (shown at the left top of figure 5-5), the 

DMPO/·OOH spectrum has the same total width of signal 47 ~ 48 G and the same hyperfine 

splitting patten with aN = 12.7 G, aβH = 9.8 G and aγH = 1.3 G, respectively, as shown in the 

green parts of right spectrum. The blue parts of right spectrum figure out there are radical 

mixture which have triplet singal pattens with aN = 12.7 G existing in the system. It might be 

another radical species decomposed from the unstable radical DMPO/·OOH which lost a H2O 

molecule per radical. The red spectrum of figure 5-5 is the EPR simulation of DMPO/·OOH 

case (it suit the EPR experimental data with the same splitting patterns and linewidth). The 

typical EPR spectrum with four clear peaks-signal from hydroxyl radical can be excluded 

(without aγH hyperfine splitting). We could make sure the superoxide radical existed during 

the photo reaction and joined the cycle of electron transfer. Another possible route may be the 

new formed cyclobutane cation could continuously get one electron from another unreacted 

trans-anethole. The final product neutral cyclobutane acquired and the new formed 

intermediate cation radical would continuously trigger the [2 + 2] cycloaddition reaction. So 

the intermediate radical initiated cycloaddition could continuously pass on, as shown in 

scheme 5-5. 
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Scheme 5-5. The reaction of [2 + 2] cycloaddition reaction in PBT photo induced reaction. 

5.2.3 Radical and Spin Analysis of Photo Induced Reaction about α-Alkylation of Aldehyde 

Derivatives 

 A reaction of α-bromocarbonyl compound and aldehydes (the α-alkylation of aldehyde 

derivatives, as shown in scheme 5-7) can be performed by using the same organic conjugated 

hyperbranched poly(benzothiadiazole) photocatalyst (PBT) in visible light, where the 

synthesis of catalyst was previously reported. Generally, this kind of α-alkylation reaction 

with aldehydes can be performed in transition metal based photocatalyst. But by using metal 

free heterogeneous polymer catalyst PBT, the reaction could be performed in an 

environmental way and can be regarded as molecular backbone coupling with R1, R2 to R3. 

(R1, R2 to R3 represent alkyl group or aryl group, and this work was cooperated with Wei 

Huang in Mainz.) For this part, we use EPR measurement to investigate the mechanism and 

process of the visible light induced reaction which is possibly intermediate radical mechanism. 

PBN was used as radical trap method to analysis the potential intermediate radical species α-

bromocarbonyl compound where a C-Br bond in the molecule may be broken and a bromine 

atom was released in the photo chemical reaction. The possible radical structures which are 

trapped by PBN are shown in the scheme 5-6. 

 

Scheme 5-6. The reaction of malonate alkyl radical which was trapped by PBN. 
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Figure 5-7. EPR spectra, a) Photocatalyst PBT (1 mg/ml), PBN (0.1 M) and α-bromomalonate (0.5 

M). b) PBN (0.1 M) and α-bromomalonate (0.1 M) on the left. Simulation EPR spectrum on the right. 

Two samples for comparison were prepared to measure EPR which is shown in the 

figure 5-7 left (a) photocatalyst PBT (1 mg/ml), PBN (0.1 M) and α-bromocarbonyl 

compound (α-bromomalonate, 0.5 M), (b) PBN (0.1 M) and α-bromomalonate (0.1 M). Both 

of the two samples were dissolved in dry DMF and were irradiated under visible light for 5 

hours. Then both samples were sealed in EPR quartz tube with the same volume and the same 

position of EPR cavity. A typical PBN adduct malonate alkyl radical signal of EPR spectrum 

with 3 groups of doublet peaks (sextet pattern) presented about sample (a) with g factor 

2.0061. Although the background noisy has a little bit somehow, the EPR spectrum with 

sextet signal pattern could be obviously observed. The sextet signal pattern was derived from 

double hyperfine splitting of hydrogen nucleus aH = 4.7 G (from the position of α carbon of 

nitroxide) and triplet hyperfine splitting of nitrogen nucleus aN = 14.9 G. The hydrogen nuclei 

from the position of β carbon of nitroxide are far away from the spin center, and the number 

of this kind of hydrogen nuclei is 10. So we didn’t find hyperfine splitting from these 

hydrogen nuclei in EPR spectrum, or resolved inside the spectrum. The sample (b) with the 

same condition as (a) only without photocatalyst PBT gives no signal at all in EPR 

measurements. That means no intermediate radical species produced in the sample (b) during 

the photo reaction. So the heterogeneous polymer catalyst PBT plays a determinate role which 

can initiate the intermediate radical in the irradiation of visible light. As shown in the 

mechanism figure 5-8, PBT was excited by visible light to excited state which would interact 

with α-bromomalonate. A bromine atom was released with a C-Br bond broken in the 

molecule, meanwhile the malonate intermediate radical formed and the catalyst PBT returned 

back to ground state for undergoing the next excitation cycle. The right picture of figure 5-7 is 

the EPR simulation of malonate alkyl radical in our case which obey a typical EPR signal 

patten of PBN adduct radical species (it suit the EPR experimental date with the same 

splitting patterns and linewidth). If the intermediate radical scavenger (PBN radical trap) does 

not exist in the system, intermediate malonate radical would attack α-carbon position of 

aldehyde and the α-alkylation of aldehyde reaction performed, as shown in scheme 5-7. 
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Figure 5-8. Mechanism of photo reaction of catalyst PBT (with radical trap PBN) 

 

Scheme 5-7. The reaction equation of α-alkylation of aldehyde reaction in PBT photo induced reaction 

5.2.4 Radical and Spin Analysis of Photo Induced Reaction about Cycloaddition of 

Diphenylphosphine Oxide Derivatives and Alkynes Derivatives 

 A newly designed asymmetric covalent triazine polymercatalyst (PTTP) was 

synthesized via trimerization of monomer 5-(4-cyanophenyl)thiophene-2-carbonitrile. The 

polymerization proceeded in solid state (dispersed with SiO2), which can acquire porous 

polymer framework for photochemical reaction. Benzophosphole oxide derivatives which 

owns unique electronic properties were synthesized through cycloaddition of 

diphenylphosphine oxide and alkynes derivatives (symmetric alkynes or asymmetric alkynes) 

by catalyst PTTP in visible light, as shown in scheme 5-8. This work was cooperated with 

Wei Huang in Mainz. For this part, EPR measurements were used to investigate the 

mechanism and process of the visible light induced cycloaddition reaction between 

diphenylphosphine oxide and alkynes derivatives. Due to N-ethoxy-2-methylpyridinum 

tetrafluoroborate was predicted as an oxidant which forms intermediate ethoxyl radical would 

release out by the interaction with photocatalyst PTTP in visible light. It would possibly 

participate in the photocatalytic cycle by reacting with diphenylphosphine oxide derivatives. 

New radical intermediate species may be performed in this stage. So we predicted the 
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photochemical reaction is activated by intermediate radical mechanism and we also designed 

a PBN radical trap method in two stages to analyse the detail about the potential intermediate 

radical species to initiate cycloaddition reaction. 

 

Scheme 5-8. The equation of cycloaddition of diphenylphosphine oxide and alkyne reactions 

 

 

Scheme 5-9. Two reaction equations of ethoxyl radical which was trapped by PBN (upper) and 

diphenylphosphine oxide intermediate radical which was trapped by PBN (lower), respectively. 

Two samples where the radical trap PBN was added in different stages for comparison 

were prepared. The possible procedure of radical trapping is shown in scheme 5-9. One is the 

PBN added at beginning with N-ethoxy-2-methylpyridinum tetrafluoroborate, photocatalyst 

PTTP. The other one is the PBN added with not only oxidant and photocatalyst PTTP, but 

also starting compound diphenylphosphine oxide. Both of the samples which are labeled (a) 

and (b) respectively in the following EPR measurements were dissolved in tert-butylbenzene. 

The two samples were both irradiated with white LED lamp (λ>420 nm) for 2 hours and 

bubbled with inert gas before measurement. As the EPR figure 5-9 shown below, a typical 

PBN adduct radical signal of EPR spectrum with 3 groups of doublet peaks (sextet pattern) 

was presented with g factor 2.00620 for sample (a). The sextet signal pattern was derived 

from double hyperfine splitting of hydrogen nucleus aH = 2.1 G and triplet hyperfine splitting 

of nitrogen nucleus aN = 14.7 G. That means the intermediate radical species (ethoxyl radical) 

existed under these conditions of photo chemical reaction. (successfully released out from 
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oxidant) Meanwhile, the sample (b) which contains diphenylphosphine oxide gives an unique 

spectrum twelve quartet-patten signals (which is actually double sextet peaks signal) in EPR 

measurement with g factor 2.0062. The special spectrum of radical sample (b) which split by 

three different groups of nucleus was derived from double hyperfine splitting of hydrogen 

nucleus aH = 3.2 G, triplet hyperfine splitting of nitrogen nucleus aN = 14.1 G and another 

double hyperfine splitting of hydrogen nucleus aP = 19.0 G respectively. This special EPR 

features are different from ones of sample (a) and illustrate that new radicals intermediate 

species based on diphenylphosphine oxide formed at current stage of reaction by the 

interaction with the ethoxyl radical. The right pictures of figure 5-9 are the EPR simulations 

of different radical species in our case which obey the signal pattern of PBN adduct radicals 

and hyperfine splitting rules (it suit the EPR experimental date with the same splitting patterns 

and linewidth).  

 

Figure 5-9. EPR spectra, a) Photocatalyst PTTP (5 mg), N-ethoxy-2-methylpyridinum 

tetrafluoroborate (0.15 mmol) and PBN (0.15 mmol) were dissolved in tert-butylbenzene (5 ml). b) 

Photocatalyst PTTP (5 mg), N-ethoxy-2-methylpyridinum tetrafluoroborate (0.15 mmol), 

diphenylphosphine oxide (0.15 mmol) and PBN (0.15 mmol) were dissolved in tert-butylbenzene (5 

ml) on the left. Simulation EPR spectra on the right two pictures. 
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The detailed analysis of the unique EPR spectrum is shown in figure 5-10. Triplet 

hyperfine splitting of 14N lead to three signal groups which are framed up by pink, green and 

orange square (dashed line) respectively are shown,. Due to the diphenylphosphine oxide 

intermediate radical trapped by PBN, phosphorus which the nucleus with spin quantum 

number (I = 1/2) appeared at β position of nitroxide spin center. The hyperfine splitting of 

phosphorus nucleus aP = 19.0 G is larger than for the nitrogen nucleus aN = 14.1 G in this case. 

So the peak splitting pattern looks like axial symmetry at the axis B = 3316 G, rather than a 

typical signal pattern with triplet individual groups of peaks in nitroxide radicals. The 

hyperfine splitting of hydrogen nucleus aH = 3.2 G which is at normal range is derived from H 

at the α-carbon position. 

 

 

Figure 5-10. Detail analysis of EPR spectrum of diphenylphosphine oxide intermediate radical 

Depending on the radical trap method and the EPR measurements, the mechanism of 

the photo catalysis reaction of whole process is clarified. It is initiated by intermediate radical 

species in two stages. As shown in figure 5-11 below, newly synthesized triazine 

polymercatalyst (PTTP) was activated by visible light and interacted with oxidant to release 

ethoxyl radical species in the first stage. Then the radical species continuously trigger starting 

compound to diphenylphosphine oxide intermediate radical in the second stage. If alkynes 
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derivatives exist in this system, the carbon carbon triple bonds would be attacked by the 

diphenylphosphine oxide radical and perform a cycloaddition reaction to final compound 

benzophosphole oxide derivatives in alkaline conditions. The reaction mechanism is shown in 

scheme 5-10. 

 

Figure 5-11. Mechanism of photo reaction of catalyst PTTP (with radical trap PBN) 

 

Scheme 5-10. The reaction of cycloaddition of diphenylphosphine oxide and alkynes reaction in PTTP 

photo induced reaction. 

 

5.3 Conclusions 

For this chapter, we used EPR spectroscopy measurements to investigate the systems 

which may have radical species or spin centers. The four photo induced chemical reactions 

activate spin species during the processes of reactions. Radical intermediate species which 

play an important role in the preceeding of these reactions were predicted. EPR spectroscopy 

is successfully used to investigate the mechanism of the whole photo induced reaction by trap 

and analysis the radical intermediate species existed during the whole processes. Different 

radical trap compound were used to find radical species and various radical trap adducts were 

acquired, like TEMPO radical adducts, PBN radical adducts and DMPO radical adducts. 
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Some of these specific radical trap adducts were first found and published. Their radical 

features are well characterized and interpreted. 
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Chapter 6 Redox Spin Active Systems of Aromatic 

Hydrocarbons Studied by EPR 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, redox spin active systems discussed here is reversibly radical or spin 

species switched system with large aromatic conjugated hydrocarbons structures. They are 

both hexabenzocoronene (HBC) derivatives, with one is single HBC structure and the other 

one is spiro-fused HBC structure. The works were cooperated with Yunbin Hu. Three 

different states which were formed by electron transfer with different radical features were 

verified by EPR measurements and the simulation of the experimental spectra. In addition, 

DFT calculations were used to simulate the orbital energy levels of various states, the spin 

density distributions and the situations of orbital degeneracy for neutral spiro-HBC and 

neutral mono-HBC. The spin properties of HBC contained polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

at closed-shell or open-shell structures are well presented here. (some parts of this chapter 

originated from the publication: Chem. Commun. 2018, Accepted Manuscript DOI: 

10.1039/C8CC07405D) 

                          

Schematic Diagram of Spiro-HBC Structure and Spin Density Distribution of Cation Radical, the EPR 

Spectra and Color Change through Redox Stimuli 
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6.2 Redox Spin Switch of Aromatic Hydrocarbons  

Aromatic hydrocarbons from small fused structures, like triphenylene derivatives1 or 

coronene derivatives2,3 to much more complicated fused structures, including 

hexabenocoronene derivatives4 or even fullerenes (C60)
5 have been investigated for many 

years. But most of the studies focused on their neutral state. When the aromatic hydrocarbons 

undergo electrons transfer, and form radical cation or radical anion molecules, the spin 

properties may emerge as the unpaired electron exist on frontier orbital in response at 

different valence state of aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives. The relationships between the 

spin multiplicity and properties and the different valence state about the cations/anions in 

aromatic hydrocarbons systems still need further investigation. 

6.2.1 Back Ground Knowledge about Redox Processes in Triphenylene and Coronene 

 

Scheme 6-1. The structure of triphenylene and coronene in the charge state of dication/dianion (upper), 

The HOMO, LUMO and electrons distribution in closed shell and open shell structure (lower) 

The cyclic annulenes, like as triphenylene and coronene are famous examples to depict 

the aromatic carbon skeleton radical and spin properties in the situation of open shell 

structures. The neutral state of triphenylene and coronene with closed shell structure has no 

spin or radical in the hydrocarbon skeleton. If these molecules are oxidized or reduced, the 

charged cyclic annulenes would switch to open-shell structure and own radicals and spin 

properties. The dianion of triphenylene which means two electrons transfer to the 

hydrocarbon structure in reduction conditions owns a triplet ground state.1 For coronene, 
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however the biradical dications and dianions with an open shell structure could be evidenced 

by EPR spectroscopy, but they possess singlet ground state,2,3 as shown in scheme 6-1. The 

reason for these hydrocarbon structures with two electron loss or acquisition carrying radicals 

or spin center is that the degeneracy of HOMO and LUMO which can provide diradicals upon 

two electrons charging. The degenerate orbitals of HOMO and LUMO which are due to the 

high symmetry of these molecular structure made the orbital energy levels identical, two 

unpaired electrons were singly occupied in every degenerate orbital according to Hund’s rule 

(the total energy of molecule is the lowest at this situation). 

6.2.2 EPR Measurement of Spiro-HBC and Mono-HBC in Different Valence State 

 5,5',8,8',11,11',14,14'-octa-tert-butyl-1,1'-spirobi-(tetrabenzo[ef,hi,kl,no] 

fluoreno[3,4,5,6-qrabc]coronene) (spiro-HBC) was newly synthesized by Y. Hu, et al.6 while 

hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (mono-HBC) is a well known molecule first reported in 1958,7 

which was used here for comparison (Scheme 6-2)8-16. For the closed shell structure of 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, the large π-system offers these kinds of structures many 

peculiar and intriguing properties, just as self-assembly and high intrinsic charge-carrier 

mobility.17-43 It is also very interesting and valuable to study these cyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons when they are transferred to open shell structures. We investigated the radical 

and spin properties of the two HBC containing structures in different oxidation and reduction 

conditions by EPR measurements and density functional theory (DFT) calculations with 

Gaussian 09W program suite.44  

 

Scheme 6-2. The structure of spiro-HBC and mono-HBC 

 A certain concentration of spiro-HBC and mono-HBC solution (1.0 × 10-5 mol L-1 in 

DCM) was prepared. Oxidant antimony pentachloride (SbCl5) and reductant stannous chloride 

(SnCl2) or Zn were used to start redox reaction with them.3,4,45,46 Three different valence states 
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including the original neutral compounds were acquired upon different treatments of oxidant 

and reductant. Both of spiro-HBC and mono-HBC in solutions undergo obvious color change 

for their three valence states. The colorless starting neutral compounds changed to red in the 

first stage of oxidation. And then further oxidation in second stage would lead to the apparent 

green color. The switching processes among the different states upon specific redox 

conditions are reversible. The reductant SnCl2 or Zn which added into the systems could 

induce a reverse transfer from the second oxidized stage to the neutral compound. We labeled 

the three different valence states A, B and C state which refers to the original neutral 

compound, the first stage of oxidized compound and the second stage of oxidized compound, 

respectively. All the redox reactions were carried out under argon bubbling. The samples 

transferred to EPR tube, as soon as the color of solution became. The EPR spectra below 

display the radical features of different states to spiro-HBC and mono-HBC, as shown in 

figure 6-1 and figure 6-2.  

 

Figure 6-1. EPR spectra of spiro-HBC in three states in two processes of oxidation and reduction 

respectively 
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Figure 6-2. EPR spectra of mono-HBC in three states in two processes of oxidation and reduction 

respectively 

No matter for the A state of spiro-HBC or mono-HBC, there are no EPR signals found 

for these closed shell structures. When oxidant SbCl5 was added to the systems to get the first 

stage of oxidation, a single peak signal with the g factor 2.0033 for spiro-HBC appeared in 

EPR spectra. The g factor for mono-HBC is 2.0032 at the first stage of oxidation. That means 

the structure has become open shell with unpaired electron occupied in orbital. The B state 

should be cation radical species. Due to the hydrogen (fermion) in this hydrocarbon structure 

could split the EPR signal (hydrogen nucleus with spin quantum number I = ½), the radical 

position should locate on the large π-conjugated skeleton which no hydrogen atom exist on α 

carbon position of the radical species. No hyperfine coupling with the protons on the 

conjugated carbon structures or the interactions are resolved, depending on the EPR spectra 

signal. Further amount of oxidant SbCl5 adding would lead to C state. The EPR signal 

disappeared again compared to former B state. It refers to the termination of radical by further 

oxidation process. The loss of the unpaired electron made HBC became a pure dication 

species without any spin properties. Excessive SnCl2 or Zn as reductant to check if the former 

oxidation process could reversibly switch back from C state to A state, and the whole process 

was monitored by EPR measurements. We observed the green solution (C state) quickly 

change to red again in 30 second after adding of excessive SnCl2 reductant. EPR measurement 
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was carried out immediately to seek radical signal of the red solution. A same EPR signal 

spectrum with B states was acquired in this condition. Further reaction time about 5-10 min 

with the excessive reductant for this system would lead to colorless solution with no signal in 

EPR spectrum. This state has the same apparent color and spin properties with starting 

compound A state. This reverse reduction process certified the whole redox procedure, which 

the procedure is from no-spin to spin then to no-spin again, is reversible. The whole redox 

process is repeatable for multiple times. All the EPR measurements were carried out in room 

temperature with the same conditions of EPR measurements, modulation amplitude = 0.5 G, 

modulation frequency = 100 kHZ, microwave power = 2 mW, conversion time = 320.00 ms 

and time constant = 327.680 ms. 

The following two EPR spectra, as shown in figure 6-3 belong to the cation radical of 

mono-HBC and spiro-HBC. The black spectra are EPR experimental data, while the red 

spectra are EPR simulation spectra. (The simulation suit the EPR experimental date with the 

same g factor and linewidth).  

   

Figure 6-3. EPR spectra of spiro-HBC and mono-HBC in B state (black line) and simulation spectra 

of the two cases (red line) 

The following two diagrammatic sketches, as shown in scheme 6-3 and 6-4, display 

the conversion processes of spiro-HBC and mono-HBC among the three different valence 

states by electron transfer in various redox conditions. The EPR spectra which are shown in 

figure 6-4 presents the radical features of B and C state of spiro-HBC and also the signal 

feature of an intermediate state which mix with the two states of compounds, during the 

conversion from B state to C state. The signal intensity of the intermediate state is smaller 

than the pure B state. 
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Scheme 6-3. Structure sketch of reversible transform among three different states by electron transfer 

about spiro-HBC 

 

Scheme 6-4. Structure sketch of reversible transform among three different states by electron transfer 

about mono-HBC 
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Figure 6-4. EPR spectra of spiro-HBC in B state (red line), C state (green line) and the intermediate 

state with the mixture of B and C (brown line) 

6.2.3 DFT Calculations about Spiro-HBC and Mono-HBC in Different Valence State 

 Density functional calculations (DFT) (Gaussian 09W) was used to calculate the 

orbital energy levels for spiro-HBC and mono-HBC in different valence state and simulate the 

electron probability density distribution by the method of Optimization Plus Frequency. Due 

to the tert-butyl group would cost too much DFT calculation time, a methyl substituent was 

considered with the same conjugated backbone to simulate the systems. Three different 

charges and multiplicity sets which simulated the three valence state were chose for each 

cyclic aromatic structure, that are 0 charge singlet, 1 charge doublet and 2 charge singlet 

respectively, with the basis set 6-31G. Due to the high structure symmetric properties, it exist 

high possibility of orbital energy levels degeneration in the aromatic hydrocarbons. The figure 

6-5, 6-7 and table 6-1 show the calculation results of spiro-HBC in the situations of neutral 

state and dication state. Orbital degeneration occured in two places: one is the degeneracy of 

LUMO+2 and LUMO+3, and the other one is at HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 in the neutral state 

of Spiro-HBC (0 charge singlet). But the HOMO and LUMO are single orbital levels without 

degeneration. For the dication state of spiro-HBC (2 charge singlet), the orbital energy levels 

changed and the degeneracy orbitals are LUMO+1, LUMO+2 and HOMO-1, HOMO-2. The 

orbitals HOMO, LUMO are still single orbital energy level without degeneration. This means 

the two electrons were both transferred from the same HOMO. No radical or spin species 

exist in dication. It is completely different to the orbital degeneration of annulenes 

triphenylene and coronene, which the orbital degenerations happened in LUMO, LUMO+1 

and HOMO, HOMO-1 respectively, which gives the possibility to acquire open shell singlet 

or triplet dication charging situation with two unpaired electrons singly occupied in two 

HOMO degeneration orbitals, respectively. The spin density distribution of spiro-HBC in the 
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situation of 1 charge doublet is delocalized on the whole π-system structure by spiro 

conjugation (figure 6-6). The table 6-2 lists the characters of spiro-HBC cation radical. 

 

Figure 6-5. Degenerate orbitals, relative energy levels and electron density distribution of spiro HBC 

for neutral 

                                           

Figure 6-6. Spin density distribution of spiro HBC for mono cation radical (doublet) 
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Figure 6-7. Degenerate orbitals, relative energy levels and electron density distribution of spiro HBC 

for dication 

 

Figure 6-8. Degenerate orbitals, relative energy levels and electron density distribution of mono HBC 

for neutral 
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Figure 6-9. Spin density distribution of Mono HBC for mono cation radical (doublet) 

 

Figure 6-10. Degenerate orbitals, relative energy levels and electron density distribution of mono 

HBC for dication 

The figure 6-8, 6-10 and table 6-1 show the calculation results of mono-HBC in the 

situations of neutral state and dication state. But the orbital degeneracy is totally different, it 

occured in two places which are in LUMO and HOMO in the neutral state (0 charge singlet). 

The orbital degeneracy is similar like the cases of triphenylene and coronene. While for the 

dication state of mono-HBC (2 charge singlet), the orbital energy levels changed and the 

orbital degeneracy totally lose no matter in LUMO or HOMO. This can explain the data in 

EPR why there is no signal of EPR spectra in the situations of dication state. The figure 6-9 

shows the spin density distribution of mono-HBC in the situation of 1 charge doublet which 
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was delocalized on the whole π-system structure. The table 6-2 shows the characters of mono-

HBC cation radical. 

Table 6-1. Energy level of orbitals about spiro-HBC and mono-HBC in neutral and dication state 

respectively 

Energy Level 

 of Orbital / eV 
S-HBC (Neutral) 

S-HBC 

(Dication) 

M-HBC 

(Neutral) 

M-HBC 

(Dication) 

LUMO+3 -1.48 — — — 

LUMO+2 -1.48 -5.72 -1.30 -6.91 

LUMO+1 -1.49 -5.72 -1.46 -7.05 

LUMO -1.56 -8.62 -1.46 -7.44 

HOMO -5.03 -8.93 -5.05 -10.00 

HOMO-1 -5.12 -9.22 -5.05 -10.82 

HOMO-2 -5.12 -9.22 -5.52 -11.08 

HOMO-3 -5.13 — — — 

Multiplicity Singlet State Singlet State Singlet State Singlet State 

— did not check (the energy levels of LUMO+3 and HOMO-3 here are meaningless for the discussion 

of degenerate orbitals). 

Table 6-2. Features of spiro-HBC and mono-HBC in mono cation radical state 

Mono-cation  

Mono-radical 

Total Energy 

/ Hartrees 
LUMO / eV SOMO / eV 

Dipole 

Moment 
Multiplicity 

S-HBC -3572.23749267 -3.68 -7.14 0.0009 Doublet State 

M-HBC -1846.78303179 -4.60 -7.95 0.1186 Doublet State 

 

6.2.4 The DFT Calculations about Spiro-HBC and Mono-HBC in Dication State through 

Broken Symmetry Method  

 We used broken symmetry approach which is according to L. Noodleman, and K. 

Yamaguchi etc.47-50 to simulate spiro-HBC and mono-HBC in dication state by using. This 

method is engaged in compare the energy level among singlet state with closed shell structure 

(non-spin), triplet state (spin activated) and single state with open shell structure (spin active). 
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For the sets of calculation, the condition of method is Energy with the basis set 6-31G. For the 

calculation of single state with open shell structure (broken symmetry singlet), the option of 

guess method: mix HOMO and LUMO orbitals should be chosen. The molecular energy of 

the three different states for the two structures are shown in table 6-3. In addition, the 

coupling constant J which is energy between the open-shell singlet state (broken symmetry) 

and triplet (J = ΔEBS-T) was also provided. The figure 6-11 and 6-12 show the spin density 

distribution of triplet state and the case of singlet state with the open shell for spiro-HBC and 

mono-HBC. And the electron density distribution of alpha and beta belong to the two 

electrons which are singly occupied on SOMO with opposite spin directions in the case of 

singlet state with open shell structure. 

Table 6-3. Total molecular energy, ΔE and coupling constatnt J of spiro-HBC and mono-HBC in 

different multiplicity states 

Dication 

Diradical 

OS-Singlet 

Statea 
Triplet State 

CS-Singlet 

Stateb 
ΔEc / cm-1 Jd / cm-1 

S-HBC -3571.9578145 -3571.9577491 -3571.9478466 -2187.70 -14.35 

M-HBC -1846.4526801 -1846.4483937 -1846.4523016 -83.07 -940.76 

a) Open shell singlet state which calculated by broken symmetry method. b) Closed shell singlet state. 

c) ΔE is the energy value difference between open shell singlet and closed shell singlet. d) Coupling 

constatnt J (the energy value difference between open shell singlet and triplet) 

 

Figure 6-11. Spin density distribution of triplet and singlet (open shell structure) of spiro-HBC 

dication diradical (upper and lower).  
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Figure 6-12. Spin density distribution of triplet and singlet (open shell structure) of mono-HBC 

dication diradical (upper and lower).  

 

6.3 Conclusions 

For this chapter, we discussed about the radical and spin situations of spiro-HBC and 

mono-HBC in different valence states by the method of redox reactions. Electron transfer 

which gives three different states could be reversibly switched between each other. EPR 

spectroscopy was used to monitor the three different states and different spin characters were 

found which were attributed to the three states. The neutral species and dication species of 

spiro-HBC and mono-HBC have no radical features exist, while radical features appeared in 

the monocation case. In addition, DFT calculations were used to simulate the orbital energy 

levels of various states, the situations of orbital degeneracy (the degeneracy happened at 

different orbitals level for neutral spiro-HBC and neutral mono-HBC), electron and spin 

density distributions, and gave a good explanation about spin properties of HBC contained 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons at closed-shell or open-shell structures. The orbital 

degeneracy of spiro-HBC occured in HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 in the neutral state, while the 

orbital degeneracy of mono-HBC occured in HOMO in the neutral state. This is the reason 

why mono-HBC can be oxidized to dication diradicals species, whereas the spiro-HBC can 

only be oxidized to monocation monoradical species. 
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Chapter 7 Experimental Section 

 

Materials 

Hexaethylene glycol, p-toluenesulfonyl chloride, 4-hydroxybenzaldehyde, 2,3-

dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane were purchased from Aldrich and Alfa Aesar without further 

purification. All other chemicals were used as received. Hexane was distilled from technical 

pure before use and kept dry by molecular sieves; other solvents which are all absolute dry 

were purchased from Aldrich.  

Measurement Remarks 

ESR spectra were recorded in dilute, oxygen-free solutions of distilled water, 

methanol, acetonitrile, dichloromethane and toluene, (concentration is 10-4 M), by using a 

Bruker EMX-plus spectrometer equipped with an NMR gauss meter (Bruker ER035), a 

frequency counter (Bruker ER041XK) and a variable temperature control continuous flow N2 

cryostat (Bruker B-VT 2000). These solutions were placed in ESR quartz tubes with outer 

diameter ~4 mm, and degassed in repeated pump-freeze-thaw cycles, then sealed in argon 

atmosphere. The measurements were performed with every 10 K temperature step and the 

upper temperature limit was determined by the point of stability of radical sample. The g-

factor corrections were obtained by using the DPPH (g = 2.0037) as standard. Proton nuclear 

magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker AMX 250/300 NMR 

instrument in deuterated DCM (5 mg / 0.6 mL for each NMR tubes). UV/ Vis spectra were 

recorded in distilled water, methanol, acetonitrile, dichloromethane and toluene solutions (C  ̴

10-5 M) with a Perkin-Elmer spectrometer (UV/Vis/NIR Lambda 900) using a 1 cm optical 

path quartz cell at room temperature. IR spectra were recorded in solid state (Nicolet 730 FT-

IR spectrometer) at room temperature. Mass spectra were obtained on FDMS, VG 

Instruments ZAB-2 mass spectrometer. 

Detail Synthetic Procedures 

Synthesis of 2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-bis(hydroxylamino)butane (4) the compound labeled in 

chapter 3.  
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The procedure was followed a similar method that previously published.1 11.7 g 2,3-dimethyl-

2,3-dinitrobutane and 18.0 g of Zn (dust) in 200 mL THF and 40 mL H2O was filled into a 

1000 mL three-neck flask, and cooled down around 0 oC in an ice bath under argon. Then the 

solution of 28.7 g NH4Cl in 150 mL distilled H2O was added slowly dropwise (2 hours) under 

vigorous (mechanical) stirring, meanwhile keep the temperature of whole system not more 

than 5 oC. After addition was completed, the reaction was kept stirring for another 1.5 h at the 

same temperature, and an additional 0.5 h at room temperature. Then the white-gray 

precipitate of Zn slurry was filtered off, and was washed with THF (30 mL 3). Filtrate was 

evaporated to viscous residue, cooled to -15oC (the mixture was kept in the freezer for 2 h). 

After that the flask was filled with argon and a mixture of 35 g Na2CO3 and 20 g NaCl salts 

was added at once. The flask was vigorously shaken for 15 min to guarantee homogeneous of 

whole mixture, and after homogenization the white solid was charged into a Soxhlet 

apparatus, protected under argon atmosphere, then refluxed and extracted with 300 mL of 

dichloromethane (72-96 h). There is white precipitate gradually appearing in DCM in the 

bottom flask, and the white precipitate was filtered off by Büchner funnel, washed with 

dichloromethane (330 mL), hexane (330 mL) and dried on air. Yield = 3.5 g (30%). M.p. 

160 -161°C. FT-IR (powder, ν/cm-1): 3257 (vs and broad, νOH), 2987 (vs, νC-H), 1479-1374 

(vs, several bands), 1261 (s), 1178 (vs), 1145 (vs), 1080 (s), 1035 (vs), 989 (m), 952 (vs), 904 

(vs), 852 (m), 790 (m), 690 (m). 

Synthesis of 3,6,9,12,15-Pentaoxaheptadecane-1,17-diyl(bis(4-

methylbenzenesulfonate)) (2) the compound labeled in chapter 3.  

 

The procedure was followed a similar method that previously published.2 A mixture of 

hexaethylene glycol (4.0 g, 14.15 mmol),  p-toluenesulfonyl chloride (6.0 g, 31.20 mmol)  and 
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dry triethylamine (18.0 mL, 130 mmol) were dissolved in absolute dry DCM (60 mL) under 

argon atmosphere. The reaction was stirred at room temperature overnight.  Then water (100 

mL) was added and the crude product was extracted into DCM (100 mL, three times). The 

organic layer was combined and dried over anhydrous MgSO4. Afterwards the solvent was 

evaporated and compound 2 was acquired as white glutinous solid. The product was passed 

through a short silica gel column and does not need further purification, then directly used for 

further synthesis of compound 3. Yield = 6.2 g (72%). Calculated MW = 590.70; FD. Mass: 

591.5. 

Synthesis of 4,4’-(3,6,9,12,15-Pentaoxaheptadecane-1,17-diyl)bis(oxy))dibenzaldehyde 

(3) the compound labeled in chapter 3.  

 

Compound 2 (1.2 g, 2.0 mmol), anhydrous K2CO3 (1.4 g, 10.0 mmol) and 4-

hydroxybenzaldehyde (0.61 g, 5.0 mmol) were dissolved in dry acetonitrile (30 mL). Then the 

solution was refluxed under argon atmosphere for 2 days at 80 оС. After reaction, the mixture 

was poured into distilled water and extracted by DCM (100 mL, three times). Organic layer 

was combined and dried over anhydrous MgSO4. The crude product was purified by silica gel 

column using eluent with the ratio of ethyl acetate and hexane (1 : 4). Compound 3 was 

acquired as white glutinous fluid (become white solid in refrage).  1H NMR (DCMd2, 250.0 

MHz), δ ppm: 9.77 δ (s, 2H, Ar-CHO), 7.72-7.75 δ (d, 4H, Ar-H), 6.94-6.97 δ (d, 4H, Ar-H), 

4.10-4.13 δ (t, 4H, Ar-OCH2CH2), 3.74-3.78 δ (t, 4H, Ar-OCH2CH2), 3.51-3.61 δ (m, 16H, 

Ar-OCH2CH2-OCH2CH2-OCH2CH2). Yield = 560 mg (55%). Calculated MW = 490.22; FD. 

Mass: 490.5. 

Synthesis of 4,4’-(3,6,9,12,15-Pentaoxaheptadecane-1,17-diyl)bis(4,4,5,5-

tetramethylimidazolidine-1,3-diol) (5) the compound labeled in chapter 3.  
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Compound 3 (120 mg, 0.24 mmol) and 2.5 equiv 2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-bis(hydroxylamino)butane 

4 (89 mg, 0.61 mmol) were charged into a flask, evacuated and kept under argon. Mixed 

solvent with DCM (20 mL) and methanol (5 mL) were added into the flask from syringes and 

was kept argon bubbling for 20 mins. Then the system was heated to 65 оС and refluxed for 

40 hours. The color of the reaction mixture turned pale yellow. Then the solvent was 

evaporated and the white with a little light yellow solid does not need further purification for 

synthesis of next step. 

   Synthesis of 4,4’-(3,6,9,12,15-Pentaoxaheptadecane-1,17-diyl)bis(1-oxyl-3-oxy-4,4,5,5-

tetramethyl-4H,5H-imidazoline) (6, GBN1) the compound labeled in chapter 3.  

 

Compound 5 was dissolved in 15 mL DCM and charged into a flask. Then the solution was 

slowly added with 2.2 equiv NaIO4 dissolved in mixture of 10 mL distilled water and 10 mL 

DCM. The reaction was kept in ice bath for about 30 mins. When the color of mixture turned 

from pale yellow to dark blue, the proceeding of reaction could be stopped and a flesh-column 

was used to purification. A blue sticky solid was separated and collected. UV-Vis (measured 

in acetonitrile) λmax = 617 nm (specific UV-Vis absorption of nitronyl nitroxide from 480 nm 

to 740 nm). Yield = 40 mg (22%). Calculated MW = 744.39; FD. Mass (70 eV, CH2Cl2): 
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745.5. EPR spectrum (measured in acetonitrile) present the radical g factor  2.0066(5) and 

hyperfine coupling aN is 7.75 G. 

   Synthesis of 4,4’-(3,6,9,12,15-Pentaoxaheptadecane-1,17-diyl)(1-oxyl-3-oxy-4,4,5,5-

tetramethyl-4H,5H-imidazoline)(1-ol-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-4H,5H-imidazoline) (7a or 7b) 

the compound labeled in chapter 3.  

 

The same method used as the synthesis of GBN1 from the compound 5. When the separation 

was undertaken, another blue sticky solid was separated and collected. Calculated MW = 

729.41; FD. Mass (70 eV, CH2Cl2): 729.4. EPR spectrum (measured in acetonitrile) provides 

the radical g factor 2.0064 and aN = 7.67 G. 

Synthesis of 2,7-dibromo-10H-phenothiazine (1) the compound labeled in chapter 4. 

 

10H-phenothiazine (4.0 g, 20 mmol) was dissolved in THF (20 mL) at 0 ℃ and the resulting 

yellow solution was treated dropwise with a solution of N-bromosuccinimide (NBS, 7.5 g, 42 

mmol) in THF (100 mL) under vigorous stirring over a period of 1 h. The resulting dark green 

solution was allowed to warm to r.t. and then stirred for a further 24 h. Two thirds of the 

solvent were then removed under reduced pressure and the mixture was rereduced by adding a 

solution of ascorbic acid (1.37 g, 10 mmol) in ethanol/water (1:1, 20 mL). The resulting clear 

yellow to light orange solution was treated with water (200 mL) to afford the crude product as 

an amorphous precipitate, which was filtered over a Buechner funnel and recrystallized from 
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acetone/DCM (1:1, 100 mL), giving the product as light green crystals after some days of 

slow crystallization. The product was filtered, washed with cold acetone, and dried in vacuo. 

The combined yield was 2.5 g, 35%. 1H NMR (DMSOd6, 250.0 MHz), δ ppm: 8.87 δ (s, 1H), 

7.16 δ (d,  2H), 7.14 δ (s, 2H), 6.62 δ (d, 2H). MS : m/z 357.4 (M+). 

Synthesis of 2,7-dithiophen-2-yl-10H-phenothiazine (2) the compound labeled in chapter 

4. 

 

The procedure was followed a similar method that previously published.3 2,7-dibromo-10H-

phenothiazine (500 mg, 1.4 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of THF and water (10:1, 25 

mL). To the resulting green solution, a finely ground mixture of thiophene-2-boronic acid 

(500 mg, 3.9 mmol), K2CO3 (1.0 mg, 7.2 mmol) and Pd(PPh3)4 (40 mg, 2%) was added 

immediately under vigorous stirring. Argon bobbling for 20 mins. Then the reaction mixture 

was kept under reflux conditions at for 5 h and then was allowed to cool to room temperature. 

The product precipitated during cooling. The suspension was diluted with deionized water 

(100 mL) to increase precipitation The crude product was filtered over a Buechner funnel, 

washed with hexane and air dried. 300 mg, 60% product acquired. MS : m/z 363.2 (M+). 

Synthesis of 2,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)-10-(benzaldehyde-4-yl)phenothiazine (3) the 

compound labeled in chapter 4. 

 

The reaction was carried out, according to Chan-Lam coupling method previously 

published.4,5 2,7-dithiophen-10H-phenothiazine (200 mg, 0.55 mmol), TMEDA (14.9 mg, 5%) 

and Cu(NO3)2 (31.2 mg, 10%) were dissolved in mixture of THF and methanol (10:1, 20 mL). 

Then benzaldehyde-4-boronic acid (165 mg, 1.1 mmol) which was dissolved in methanol was 

added to the flask dropwise. Air was used to bubble the solution. Keep the reation at r.t. for 48 
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h. The reaction mixture was diluted with water (100 mL), extracted with dichloromethane for 

several times, washed with brine (100 mL), dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered, and 

concentrated under reduced pressure and then was purified by column chromatography. 

(hexane / toluene = 1 : 1). (yield, 206 mg, 80%). The product 3 is yellow crystal. 1H NMR 

(DCMd2, 250.0 MHz), δ ppm: 9.99 δ (s, 1H, Ar-CHO), 7.90-7.95 δ (d, 2H, Ar-H), 7.61-7.64 δ 

(d, 2H, Ar-H), 7.44-7.49 δ (d, 2H, Thiophene-H), 7.41-7.42 δ (s, 2H, Ar-H), 7.35-7.38 δ (d, 

2H, Ar-H), 7.32-7.35 δ (d, 2H, Ar-H), 7.11-7.16 δ (t, 2H, Thiophene-H), 7.00-7.04 δ (d, 2H, 

Thiophene-H). Calculated MW = 467.1 ; FD. Mass: 467.7. 

Synthesis of 2,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)-10-(benzimidazolidine-4-yl)phenothiazine (4) the 

compound labeled in chapter 4. 

 

Precursor 3 (50 mg, 0.1 mmol) and 3 equiv 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-bis(hydroxylamino)butane 

(BHA, 45 mg) were charged into a flask, evacuated and kept under argon. Toluene (10 mL) 

was added to the flask from syringes and was kept argon bubbling for 20 mins. Then the 

system was heated to 90°C for 36 h. The color of mixture turned to orange.  The mixture was 

washed by MeOH for two times. Then the solvent was evaporated and the orange solid does 

not need further purification for synthesis of next step. 

Synthesis of 2,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)-10-(1-oxyl-3-oxy-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-4-

yl)phenothiazine (5, PDTN-NN) and 2,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)-10-(1-oxyl-4,4,5,5-

tetramethylimidazoline-4-yl)phenothiazine (6, PDTN-IN) the compound labeled in chapter 

4. 
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Compound 4 was dissolved in 15 mL DCM and charged into a flask. Then the solution was 

slowly added with 1.1 equiv NaIO4 dissolved in mixture of 10 mL distilled water and 10 mL 

DCM. The reaction was kept in ice bath for about 1 hour. 5 and 6 were acquired 

simultaneously as mixture products. When the color of mixture turned from orange to dark 

green, the proceeding of oxidation could be stopped. 5 has a smaller rf value and moved 

slower than 6 on TLC board. In addition the apparent color of 5, which is green, and 6, which 

is orange, also have a big difference that could easily distinguished on the TLC board. The 

mixture products were separated by column chromatography providing a MS-FD MW= 

594.1 g/mol PDTN-NN, the yield is 55%. And over oxidized product PDTN-IN could also 

isolated by column chromatography providing a mass of MS-FD MW= 577.9 g/mol, the 

yield is 20%.. UV-Vis (measured in DCM) results: 5, λmax = 640 nm (specific UV-Vis 

absorption of NN from 550 nm to 700 nm). 6, λmax = 480 nm (specific UV-Vis absorption of 

IN from 470 nm to 520 nm).EPR spectrum (measured in DCM) present the radical 5 g factor  

2.00709 and hyperfine coupling aN is 7.67 G, and the radical 6 g factor  2.00644 and 

hyperfine coupling aN1 is 4.51 G，aN2 is 9.02 G. 

The formation of cation-radical diradicals (7, PDT-NN) and (8, PDT-IN) the compound 

labeled in chapter 4. 

 

The last step of formation of cation-radical diradicals PTD-NN 7 and PTD-IN 8 were 

performed by adding oxidant SbCl5 (10-3 M/L in DCM) to the solution of 5 (10-4 M/L in 

DCM) and 6 (10-4 M/L in DCM), respectively by microinjector. The solution colors of both 

are change to red. The highest conversions of cation-radical diradicals in the reactions are 

approximate at the ratio 2:1 of oxidant SbCl5 to 5 and 6. The whole reaction processes were 

monitored by UV-Vis absorption measurement and EPR measurements. 

Synthesis of 10-(benzaldehyde-4-yl)phenoxazine (9) the compound labeled in chapter 4. 
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The procedure was followed a previously similar method of synthesis of 3. 10H-phenoxazine 

(180 mg, 0.98 mmol), TMEDA (14.9 mg, 5%) and Cu(NO3)2 (31.2 mg, 10%) were dissolved 

in mixture of THF and methanol (10:1, 20 mL). Then benzaldehyde-4-boronic acid (165 mg, 

1.1 mmol) which was dissolved in methanol was added to the flask dropwise. Air was used to 

bubble the solution. Keep the reation at r.t. for 48 h. The reaction mixture was diluted with 

water (100 mL), extracted with dichloromethane for several times, washed with brine (100 

mL), dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered, and concentrated under reduced pressure and 

then was purified by column chromatography. (hexane / toluene = 1 : 1). (yield, 240 mg, 

85%). The product is yellow crystal. 1H NMR (DCMd2, 250.0 MHz), δ ppm: 9.98 δ (s, 1H), 

7.91-7.93 δ (d, 2H), 7.46-7.51 δ (d, 2H), 6.68-6.72 δ (d, 2H), 6.55-6.65 δ (m, 4H), 5.95-5.98 δ 

(d, 2H). Calculated MW = 287.3 ; FD. Mass: 287.7. 

Synthesis of 10-(benzimidazolidine-4-yl)phenoxazine (10) the compound labeled in 

chapter 4. 

 

Precursor 9 (50 mg, 0.17 mmol) and 2 equiv 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-bis(hydroxylamino)butane 

(BHA, 50 mg) were charged into a flask, evacuated and kept under argon. Toluene (10 mL) 

was added to the flask from syringes and was kept argon bubbling for 20 mins. Then the 

system was heated to 90°C for 36 h. The color of mix turned to orange.  The mixture was 

washed by MeOH for several times. Then the solvent was evaporated and the orange solid 

does not need further purification for synthesis of next step. 

Synthesis of 10-(1-oxyl-3-oxy-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-4-yl)phenoxazine (11, 

PO-NN) and 10-(1-oxyl-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-4-yl)phenoxazine (12, PO-IN) the 

compound labeled in chapter 4. 
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Compound 10 was dissolved in 15 mL DCM and charged into a flask. Then the solution was 

slowly added with 1.1 equiv NaIO4 dissolved in mixture of 10 mL distilled water and 10 mL 

DCM. The reaction was kept in ice bath for about 1 hour. 11 and 12 were acquired 

simultaneously as mixture products. When the color of mixture turned from orange to dark 

green, the proceeding of oxidation could be stopped. 11 has a smaller rf value and moved 

slower than 12 on TLC board. In addition the apparent color of 11, which is light blue, and 12, 

which is orange, also have a big difference that could easily distinguished on the TLC board. 

The mixture products were separated by column chromatography providing a MS-FD MW= 

414.5 g/mol PDTN-NN, the yield is 45%. And over oxidized product PDTN-IN could also 

isolated by column chromatography providing a mass of MS-FD MW= 398.5 g/mol, the 

yield is 20%. UV-Vis (measured in DCM) results: 11, λmax = 617 nm (specific UV-Vis 

absorption of NN from 550 nm to 700 nm). 12, λmax = 480 nm (specific UV-Vis absorption of 

IN from 470 nm to 520 nm). EPR spectrum (measured in DCM) present the radical 11 g 

factor  2.00707 and hyperfine coupling aN is 7.72 G, and the radical 12 g factor  2.00634 and 

hyperfine coupling aN1 is 4.25 G，aN2 is 8.51 G. 

The formation of cation-radical diradicals (13, POD-NN) and (14, POD-IN) the 

compound labeled in chapter 4. 

 

The last step of formation of cation-radical diradicals POD-NN 13 and POD-IN 14 were 

performed by adding oxidant SbCl5 (10-3 M/L in DCM) to the solution of 11 (10-4 M/L in 

DCM) and 12 (10-4 M/L in DCM), respectively by microinjector. The solution colors of both 

are change to red. The highest conversions of cation-radical diradicals in the reactions are 
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approximate at the ratio 2:1 of oxidant SbCl5 to 11 and 12. The whole reaction processes were 

monitored by UV-Vis absorption measurement and EPR measurements. 

Synthesis of 10-phenyl-10H-phenothiazine (15) the compound labeled in chapter 4. 

 

The procedure was followed a previously similar method of synthesis of 3. 10H-

phenothiazine (200 mg, 1.01 mmol), TMEDA (11.6 mg, 5%) and Cu(NO3)2 (24.2 mg, 10%) 

were dissolved in mixture of THF and methanol (10:1, 20 mL). Then phenylboronic acid (122 

mg, 1.1 mmol) which was dissolved in methanol was added to the flask dropwise. Air was 

used to bubble the solution. Keep the reation at r.t. for 24 h. The reaction mixture was diluted 

with water (100 mL), extracted with dichloromethane for several times, washed with brine 

(100 mL), dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered, and concentrated under reduced pressure 

and then was purified by column chromatography. (hexane / toluene = 1 : 1). 1H NMR 

(DCMd2, 250.0 MHz), δ ppm: 7.58-7.62 δ (t, 2H), 7.50 δ (t, 1H), 7.38-7.43 δ (d, 2H), 7.00-

7.05 δ (d, 2H), 6.82-6.88 δ (m, 4H), 6.18-6.22 δ (d, 2H). (yield, 151 mg, 55%). The product is 

light yellow crystal. MS : m/z 275 (M+). 

Synthesis of 2,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)-10-(phenyl-4-yl)phenothiazine (16) the compound 

labeled in chapter 4. 

 

The procedure was followed a previously similar method of synthesis of 3. 2,7-dithiophene-

10H-phenothiazine 2 (150 mg, 0.41 mmol), TMEDA (11.6 mg, 8%) and Cu(NO3)2 (15.2 mg, 

10%) were dissolved in mixture of THF and methanol (10:1, 20 mL). Then phenylboronic 

acid (60 mg, 0.55 mmol) which was dissolved in methanol was added to the flask dropwise. 

Air was used to bubble the solution. Keep the reation at r.t. for 24 h. The reaction mixture was 

diluted with water (100 mL), extracted with dichloromethane for several times, washed with 

brine (100 mL), dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered, and concentrated under reduced 
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pressure and then was purified by column chromatography. (hexane / toluene = 1 : 1). 1H 

NMR (DCMd2, 250.0 MHz), δ ppm: 7.55-7.60 δ (t, 2H), 7.52 δ (t, 1H), 7.48-7.51 δ (d, 2H), 

7.31-7.41 δ (m, 6H), 7.15-7.05 δ (m, 4H), 6.18-6.22 δ (d, 2H). (yield, 100 mg, 56%). The 

product is light yellow crystal. MS : m/z 440.7 (M+). 

The formation of cation radicals (17, PTPC) and (18, PDTC) the compound labeled in 

chapter 4. 

 

The last step of formation of cation radicals PTPC 17 and PDTC 18 were performed by 

adding oxidant SbCl5 (10-3 M/L in DCM) to the solution of 15 (10-4 M/L in DCM) and 16 (10-

4 M/L in DCM), respectively by microinjector. The solution colors of both are change to red. 

The final ratio of oxidant SbCl5 to 15 and 16 is 5:1. The whole reaction processes were 

monitored by EPR measurements. EPR spectrum (measured in DCM) present the radical 17 g 

factor = 2.0052 and hyperfine coupling aN is 6.52 G, and the radical 18 g factor  = 2.0052 and 

hyperfine coupling aN is 6.55 G. 
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Supporting EPR Data 

 

Figure 1. EPR Spectra of Intermediate states of PO-NN and PO-IN with temperature dependent 

reversible features in DCM. 
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Figure 2. the peak signal appears both in PTD-NN sample (upper) and POD-NN sample (lower) in the 

forbidden transition (Δms = 2) around g ≈ 4 region, measured at 120 K in DCM. 
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